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MEMORANDUM FOR: G. H. Lauben Section Leader, Section A, p.SB
H. W. Hodges, Section Leader, Section B. RSB

iJ. E. Rosenthal, Section Leader, Section C, RSB
L. B. Hersh, Section Leader Section D. RSB

FROM: B.' W. Sheron, Chief, Reactor Systens Branch, DSI

SUBJECT: HCGUIRE TECH SPEC ASSIGNMENT

On June 11, 1984, Bob Licciardo of RSB issued his clarification remo
documenting his review of the McGuire tech specs. This taeno was

i

prepared as part of the post-resolution ef forts on this DPO. I have
committed to Harold Denton that RSD management will review the issues
raised in the document, and will fomard the result of the review to
SSPB in OL for further action by July 13. Mr. Licciardo's clarification

.

'

neno is 111 pages long with approximately 5 to 6 items per page. In
order to conplete the review by July 13, I am dividing the document into :
5 equal parts. Each Section Leader will review one part, ar.d I will
review one. Enclosed with this meno is the part you are assigned to '

.

review.

I believe the best way to approach the review is to try and categorize |
each concern. As a "first cut,' I suggest the following categories be i
used:

'

'

ICategory A - An acceptable question, typical of the type normally
asked during rev.iews.

Category B - The question seems to challenge the underlying,

! - philosophy of the tech specs, rather than a specific'
question regarding consistency with respect to the

i safety analyses.
1

| Category C - The question is not clear (you are not sure what the,
,

issue is or what is being asked for)
-)'

- An unappropriate question. These are questions you

. cpl (@f>(.CategoryD-
- may consider are-inappropriate for a variety ofi

~

reasont,, such as misunderstanding, beyond the scope
, of tech specs, etc..
1

.
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For Nch itm you revial, I would alw lik. mu to iridicste your
perception of its saf ety sigrificance. I surjaest usine, $i (1) f er high
Sdfelf significence, a (d) for Gediun, dnd a (3) f or IOW. Keep in taind
the folloutng alsc:

Son: questions can be (and perhaps should be) revised to n1ke-

then acceptable. If such ch5nges cin be quickij nadc by you, I
encourage you to do so.

Do not hesitate to confer with Bob Liccierdo for clarification of-

individual points.

I suqcest you get started on this ir.raediately, and we should plan to grt
together for a progress report meeting by July ?, 1984

Origind $ISid M

IIllR I. MI
Brian 4. Sheran, Chief

!Wactor Systens Br. inch, DSI

Enclosure:
As stated

cc: R. W. Houst'.in
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TABLE 3.3-2 REACTOR TRIP INSTRUMENTATION RESDONSE TIMES

Item 1: Manual Reactor Trip

At this time, the licensee proposes that the Response Time (RT) for manual
reactor trip is not reovired by safety analysis. Furthermore, he proposes that
in MODES 3 through 5, the only remaining operable trips are those using Source
range neutron Flux and they also are not requirec by Safety Analyses.

Under TABLE 3.3-1, items 2-21 (selected) we Save already reovired the licensee '
to re-evaluate his position in respect of what neutron Flux trips he intends
to propose, together with their related Tech specs to place the reactor in a
safe condition in respect to Condition II, III and IV Occurrences in MODES 3
through 5. Until this evaluation and proposal are accepted, the Licensee
shall have a Safety Reisted Manual Trip System to assist in meeting minimum
Regulatory Requirements in 10 CFR 50, APP. A. III. Protection and Reactivity
Control Systemt, and the Licensee shall evaluate and propose .as a priority
issue. At this time, the proposed T.S is non-conservative in respect to
Regulatory Recuirements for 10 CFR 50, App. A. III.

*
.

."

Items 5 and 6: Intermediate Range anc Sou*ce Range Neutron Flux Trips.

As indicated uncer item Table 3.3-1, items 1-5, these items are proposed as
not being protective actions necessary for the FSAR. Analyses already recuested
will provide a base for determining whether those trips are necessary i.o pro-
tect the plant in MODES 3 through 5. If so, please provide the necessary techn-
ical specifications for these response time in conformance with 10 CFR 30.46.
If these values are not provided, all reistec return to reactivity events shall
be evt'.uated by the Licensee i r cur en- M AR re0cire ents for the Safety
Analyscs Limit of the power range, neutron flux, io.< setpoint trip which will
be repuired to .be OPERABLE. *

The current proposals for these trips is non-conservative with respect to
other proposals in the T.5; the Licensee shall evaluate and propose.

Item 8: Overpower AT.

No response time is provided by the Licensee who cropcses .that a T.S. on this
is Not Applicable.

Please comment en the f act that this reacter trip is crocesed in Reference 5

Table 7.2.1-3 (3 of 5)' as applying to five (5) separate Condition 11 through
IV licensing basis occurrences. Also that Reference 5, Fege 7.2-14 Rev.42,
item 1 d) specifies a maximum cf 6.0 seconds (including a t*ansport time of
2 secs) and which is confirmed by Reference 7, Tatie 15.1.I-1 [tiongsice
OverpcwertT).

,

The proposed T.S is non-conservative with respect to the Licensing Easks. The
Licensee shall evaluate and propose.

Item 9: Pressurizer Pressure - Low ,

l
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Under these circumstances therefore, Reactor Trip on Turbine Trip is necessary
to automatically terminate the event. The Licensee should review the response
time used in the above calculation anc provice an evaluation of its decision is
respect ef.. placing it in the T.S. uncer tne requirements of 10CFR50.36

Item 17, [ Reactor Trip on; Safety Injection Input fror ESF

This description is a misnomer and shoulc be replaced by the cescripticn
proposed under Table 2.21, Item 17 of th's document.

The proposed T.S. states that the response 14me recuirement is NA (Not Applic-
aLie). This is incorrect as a separate Reactor Trip is en essential part of
all ESFAs functions during which safety injection is initiated. The required
inf ormation is in f act suppliec in T.S. Page 3/4 3-30 Table 2.3-5, under the
already revised headings proposed above, reference items li, ib, 3b, 4b.

.This table, under response time, should replace the descript';a as recommended
above and alongside each, reference the entry in T.S. Table 3.3-5.

The response given in the Technical Specifications (except fo$ Manual actuation
of SI) are quoted as < 2 secs. No docketeo inf ormation is available on what
values were used in accident analysis, and particularly for MSLB, 55LOCA and
LOCA events. The licensee should provice this information and confirm its
conse,rvatism against _the T. S. value, eg. reference 5, Table 7.2,1-4 (5 of 5)
and related note e. on page entitled " Notes for Tabie 7.2.1*4" confirms that
Pressurized Low Pressure - Low Level is the first out trip of Safety Injection
for the event of " Accidental Depressurization of the Main Steam System." The
licensee shall explain this terminolog.y - whether we have Reactor Trip- on Pres-
surizer Pressure - Low which is available at the maximu: power output at which
this particular event is evaluated, or Pressurizer Pressure - Low (Safety
Injection) and provide the associated response time to valicate proposed T.S.
,aives.

Item 21, Proposid (Reactor Coolant Pump Breaker Position Trip)

As discussed earlier, under table 2.21, Item 14, this trip is proviced as an
adjunct to Unde.rvoltage - Reactor Coolant Pump Trip. The Licensee shall
evaluate and propose.

.
t

4
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Negative Steam Line Pressure Rate - High does not contain the event for the
'

Faulted SG) then Safety injection will be activated by Containment
Pressure-High.

Note: A'utomatic logic for realignment to SI is alreacy provided in the T.S. in
MODES 3 and 4 This MDDE 4 Operability requirement for Containment Pressure-
High would also f acilitate re-alignment of equipment from RHR to ECCS alignment
in the event of a large break LOCA under these circumstances as described in
reference 8, page Q212-47a, item II.C.-

The Licensee shall evaluate why his prop 6 sert.S. is an acceptable change from
the existing Licensing Basis, or incluoe the operability requirement in his T.S.
The proposed T.S. position is non-conservative.

item id: Pressurizer Pressure-Low

This is the same title as used for Reactor 7tip on Pressuri:er Pressure-Low.
This particular/ESFAS actuation is set at a lower pressure and should be
described as: Pressurizer Pressure-Low [ Safety Injection).,

.

Item le:
,

The oroposeo T.S. for SI on Steam Line Pressure Low is qualified in MODE 3 by
a 3## wnich is icentified on T.S. Page 3/4 3-23 as a situation in which the
function may be. blocked below P-12 (Low-Low T,yg Interlock) setpoint.

Reference 5, Table 7.3.1-3 (1 of 2) and (2 of 2) item P-1, shows the appropriate'' interlock for this purpose is P-11. Item P-12 of the same Table makes no
provision for this proposed T.S. position.

However, reference 5 figure (6 of 16) does not use the same manual block
(a; P 11) for Pressuri:er Pressure - Low (SI) as for Steam Line Pressure - Low
(SI) (and implementation of Negative Steam Line Pressure Rate) on reference 5,
Figure (7 of 16). The Licensee is required to confirm that no parameter other
than the value of Pressuri:er Pressure (at P-11) is used to condition the.

menual blocks relating to the steam line; if other parameters are used, the
Licensee shall evaluate and propose. The Licensee shall also advise of other
parameters which may be used to condition the manual block of Pressuri:er
Pressure - Low (SI).

If the Table 7,3,1-3 (1 of 2) and (2 of 2) is correct, then condition
MODE 3## should be changed to condition MODE 3# which becomes the correct

L description.

Item 2c: Containnant Pressure-High-High.

Operability is not reovired in MODE 4 This shovid be reevired to be
i consistent with the evaluation under Item 3.b.3. Delow.

4

| Item 3.b3): Containment Phese B Isolation on Containment Pressure - H'igh High

Operability of this isolation is not provided in MODE 4. The Licensee should
advise why this is not necessary for safety when the previous item No.l.e.

-
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Item 5: Turbine Trip and Feed *ater Isolation
.

Reference earlier Item I in which this title for Item $ should be more
accurately. cescribed as " Turbine Trip, Trip of Feedwater' pumps , Close Feeowater;
Isolation Valves, Close Feeowater Main and Eypass Moovlating Valves. TheLicensee shall clarify, evaluate and prepose. Lack of accuracy n be non-

-

conservative with respect to the Licensing Basis.

Item Sa: Automatic Actuation Logic and Actuation Relay [to effect Turbine
Trip, Feedsater Pump Trip, ClosurA of Feedwater Isolation Valves
and Closure of Feecwater Modulating Valves)/ APPLICABLE HDDES 1 & 2

The Applicable Moces of this Auto Actuation Logic need to be extenced down to
MODES 3 and 4 to be available to respond to the Safety Injection signals which
are expected from the L4 censing Basis (reference later Section 3/4.5,

, Emergency Core Cooling Systems, undee GENERAL). The proposed T.S. is non-
conservative with respect to the current Licensing Basis and the Licensee
shall evaluate and propose.

~

Item bb: Steam Generator Water Level - High High [to offect Turbine Trip,
Feedwater Pump Trip, Closure of Feec ater Isolation Valves anc
Closure of Feedwater Mooulating Valves)/ APPLICABLE MODES 1 & 2.

The Licensee should evaluate the need to extend the operability reovirements
of this f unctional unit f rom current MDDES I and 2 down to and including MODE
4 The determining f actor may be the availablity of Main Feedwater Pumps during
these MDDES. Plant Operating Procedures which permit Main Feedwater Pumps to
be .available can cause An Excessive Heat Removal Due To Feedwater System Mal-
function and/or Steam Generator everfill unless Safety Related isolation at the
Main Feedwater [ containment) isolation valves is incorporated into the T.S.

The Logic of reference 5, figure 7. 2.1-1, (13 of 16), revision 34, involving
signai inputs:. Steam Generatcr Hi-Hi P-14, Safety Injection, Reactor Trip P4,
and Low T,y would neco to be cartfully reviewed, especially since there is
currently little or no Safety Related Reactor Trip Protection in MODES 3

"

'through 4 to that reactor trip P4 nay not be available in conjunction with Low
T, (during cooldown) to ef fect Feedwater Isolation, and Closure of Modulatin;
Valves, as an inbuilt protection against such circumstances.

The proposec T.S. does represent a non-conservat"<> position in respect to the
Licensing Besis, as there is no prereovisite that hain Feecwater is isolated at

i
the Centainment Isolation Valves as an LCC, during MDDES 3 and 4 The Licensee
shall evaluate and propese.

Item Sc (Proposed): Safety Injection (to effect Turoine Trip, Feecwater Pump
Trip, Closure of Feecwater Isolatien Valves and Clesure '

of Feec.ater Mcculating vaives)/Aeplicaole MODES PROPOSED
AS 1, 2, 3 and 4 *

This trip is relocated from Functional Unit 1 to Functional Unit 5 in
accordance with our earlier reviews under Item IC and Item 5.

-

'
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Item 7.c.2): Start Turbine Driven Pumps:

Should be operable in 4 Although not capable of operating at lower tem-
peratures of MODE 4, and MODE 5, it should nevertheless be available for
use to counter consequences describec in " General" above, including a
station blackout.

Item 7.d): Auxiliary Feedwater Suction Pressure Low:

This proposed 7.5 description of a functional unit is invalid. The
Functional Unit to be provided is: '

d) Autor.~ tic Re-alignment of Suction Supply [This is the functional
unit), on

,

Low Auxiliary Feedwater Suction Tressure [This is the parameter caus-
ing the change)

Operability requirements should identify how many AFW pdmps m required
to be " tripped" deficient in suction, to ef fect re- dignment..

The licensee should identify tnose instrument /contrci channelh, and partie-
ular engineering alignments, which result in a re-alignment of redundant
AFW supplies to the only safety-relatec supply available, from the Nuclear
Service Water Pond, and define related operability and surveillance require-
ments. The mixed nonsafety and safety-related supplies on the McGuire
units make it necessary to separately define anc' T.S. those safety-related
elements, under 10 CFR 30.46: see reference 14, page 10-2.

Applicable Medes in the current T.S. is limited to 1, 2 and 3. The
licensee shall evaluate wM this should not be extended to MODES 4 anc 5
to meet the FSAR rect f rements cescrioec in " General" above.

Item 7.e: Start Motor-Driven Pumps (by Safety Injection)

Applicable Modes have not been iJentified. NRC proposes MODES 1, 2, 3 and
4 and 5 to meet the requirements of Item 7: General, discussed earlier.

Item 7.e: Start Turbine-Driven Pumps (by 51)

This functional unit proposes that the Turbine Driven AFW pumps are started
by the SI signal. This conflicts with referents 5, Fig. 7.2.1-1 (15 of
16) 1&C system Logic Diagram where the initiation of the turbine driven
pumps on SI is not shown. Also, in a like manner, with related sec-
tion 7.4.1.1.1.1. und reference 22, section 10.4.7.2.2.6. Also s. e refer-
ence 14 Section II.E.1.2 page 22-41. It is now noted that the recent
T.S. has been corrected to show that the Turbine Driven AFW pump does not
start on Safety Injection.) The Liter.see shall clarify.

4

4

1

#
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Item 10.a)a,: Pressuri;:er Pressure P-11:

Applicable MODES are 1, 2, 3.
.

!'

Explain the consequences of this non operability in MODE 4 on availability
-of dependent protective actions, e.g, ,, main staam line 1 solation, which is
considered under Item 4.b above. If main steam isolation is negated, it
should' be restored to conform to Regulatory Protection Requirement. The
Licensee sball evaluate and propose.

=

Ct,ncernino P-11 Interlock and AFW Pumos.

The' basis provided- on proposed T.S. Page- B 3/4 3-2 states that: '

'!P-11 (i.e. , on system pressure increasing to P-11 valve) ---- Defeats-

,

the manual bloc''. of tne motor driven AFW pumps on trip.of the main feed-, -

'

- water. pumps ' and Low-Low Steam Genei ator level." !,

The following'information provides the current Licensing Bas [s on ,the
particular proposed interlock P-11 in respect of AFW Pumps:

The Table-. 3.3-3, Item 7.c.1, in reference 5, for start of motor criven AFW !

pumps,-does not provide for the above condition.
~

The 'P-11 interlock and its provision for automatic defeat [above P-P. setpoint)
do not appear in reference 5, Table 7.3.1-3. Rev-35, Interlocks for -ESAS and '
Figure 7.2.1-1 (15 of 16), revision 34, -4C Logic Diagram.

,

Reference 5, dection 7.4.1.1.6 describes- this action under " Bypasses and-

ninterlocks" and that whenever it is present, an eierm exists in the Cont *ol -
R6cm. 1This allows the operator to sto;; AFW pumps -curing snutcowns.

' Supplement- No.[5, ref erence 15, page 22-22 evalut.tes the use of the P-11' inter- '

lock as described in the above Basis and concludes that the situation is
acceptable. 'However, the basis for the SER ' Surp 5- conclusion was that! a possi- ,

'ble steam .line. rupture.or feedwater line break were not-likely to occur in the
-

-proposed MODES-when the P-11 is in effect. This is a mistake, all the earlier
work of this review has disclosed that the premise'of these events being not
;1ikely to occur has been rejected for these MODES 3-to 5, and detailed atten-
tion ,has been given to their'possible occurrence :together with the possibility

-

of' Auto Initiation.and the consecuences of automatic protective action. Where-
thetP-11 lockout has been present on other protective actions,- the consequences

.have been, fully evaluated. There has never been a related evaluation on the
absence of auto-initiation. of motor-driven AFWS as now proposed.

1

I.f the Licensee wishes to pursue this he should evaluate all the events-

- considered in the FSAR below the _ P-11 setpoint with manual initiation of MD AFW'

and making' cue allowance for all the relative reduced and changed protections
available and the time' frames which must allow for all otht. actions, 'e.g.,
isolation of- a ruptured SG is expected to take 30 mins, see reference 7,
section 15.4.2.2.2 page 15 4-13a, Revision 38. Further, the detailed review
of this-T.S. has been based on this availability.

i

<*
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' Containment _ Isolation- Valves is included in the T.S. , this proposed- T.S.
.must bel considered non-conservative -with_ respect to Regulatory
Requirements.

.

' Item 11 proposed:

There -is a- need to add a new Functional- Unit not accressed in the : currentT.S. , but which is a part of ESFAS.

LThis ist -

-"Close All Feedwater Isolation Valves" and "Close the Feedwater Main 1f- -and-Bypass Modulating Valves" -
,

See1 reference 5, Figure 7.2.1-1 (13 of 16) revision 34 for the related
e unique control logic.-,

|_

y This Function'is initiateo by: %
'

' 11a. ' Reactor Trip. P-4, and Low Tavg.
_

11 b..' Reactor Trip -P-4,' and -Steam Generator ' Level - High High P-l' .4, <

11c. Steam Generator Level High High-P-14 (see 5 above)
;-11d; = Saf ety *.njection ;(See 5 above).

'Operabilityf t er' lla: wculd beLin accordance with 10c (above)-and-later-
: evaluation under- Table 3.3-4 Item lla. (Proposed).- Operability;for 11b
would .be in accordance with the evaluations in 10c and.d above.

Operabi:1ity;for lic and,11d would be by-reference-to items 5, Sabe.
'

TABLE 3.5-2i TABLE:NOTATIch'

- LThe' uncedainty ofithe-_ notation uncer ## is discussed 'in . Item le earlier.-

Please : amend as requireo 'in accordance' with- the related resolution..
,

.
.

Y

,
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Please discuss the logic of the values in referente 16. A Trip Set Point
~

of a negative rate of 110 psi with an allowable value of 100 psi (both
with a time ' constant of 50 psi) would provide that an earlier isolation
of the. MSIVs is less conservative, and this is not so for the MSLB event.
The expectations are that neoative rate for the allowatie veiue would be
higher than for the Set Point. P' ease clarify.

Further, the same reference 18 Table 3-4, column 12, states under
notation (5) that this value is not used in the safety analyses. Since
this ESFAS signal provides Main Steam Valve Isolation on Main 5tcom Line
Break below the P-11 block point (insteld of by Steam Line Pressure - Low)
please describe how the plant is otherwise protected through the proposed
T.S. Otherwise, please provide analyses which show that the plant is pro-
tected by this proposed setting under proposed T.S. requirements. This
item is related to our other concerns on Technical Specifications on Bora-
tion Control under earlier Section 3/A.1,3 Boration Control. The proposi-
tion that this value is not used in Safety Aanlysis is non-conservative.-

The Licensee shall evaluate and propose. <

Item 5: The description of this Functional Unit should be re$ised.and
clarified to our recommendations under Table 3.3-3, Item 5.

.

Item Sc: Proposed new item as " Safety Injection"

This should be included in accordance with the evaluation underTable 3.3-3, Item Sc)
.

Item 6a & b. Containment Pressure Control System

The licensee should provide the basis for these Set Points and
Allowable Values.

Item 7(c): Steam Generator Water Level - Low-Low

The licensee should respond to our concern under Table 2.2-1, item -

13.

Item 7(d): Auxiliary Feedwater Suction Pressure Low

The description should br revised as proposed under our earlier
Table 3.3-3 item 7d. Provide tne casis for the values given.

Items 7c(1) and (2): Concerning start of Mctor Driven and Turbine Driven Pumps

This technical specification provides that the motor-driven AFW Pumps start
on low-low in one SG whereas the turbine driven pumps require low-low in
two SGs. This appears to be in conflict with the accicent evaluation in
the Licensing Basis FSAR as elabcratec below. [This he ever is not,

conflict with the Instrumentation & Control Logic of the FSAR. ) ',
.

**

f
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Item 8: Automatic Switchover to Recirculation

The Licensee shall provide the basis fo* tne set point values of the RWST
levelt.specified. What are the allowable values forc[drif t and) total

NNE channel errors and the relatec Saf ety Analysis Limit.

L= Item 9: Loss of Power

Confirm the bases f or the set points and allowable values specified.

*
- Item: General

The Licensing Basis FSAR, reference 7, Section 15.2.9 under LOSS OF==

OFFSITE POWER TO 'HE STATION AUXILIARIES cescribes a set of Reactorzz _

Protection System and Engineerec Safeguards Features Actuation Responses
for the Plant, to ensure its safety. Wry is this particular set of ESFA's
Functional Units and related Instrumentation Set Points not provided in-

- this item under Table 3.3-4?

||[ Absence of this information makes the proposed T.S. non-conser,vative.
'

The Licensee shall evaluate and propose.zz-
,
,,

Item 10a: ESFAS Interlock Pressurizer Pressure, P-11
__

Actuation of this interlock substantively reduces ECCS protection against
Conditions II, III, and IV Accidental Occurrences.

The FSAR has analyzed the consecuences of this reduced level of protection
fur a limited number of these occurrences and this has- been based on a
system pressure of 1900 psig; Reference 8, page Q212-47, item 212-751A.
Why then is a trip set point of $1955 esig used. This set point value
snould be below 1900 psig with acpropriate allowances for crif t and channei
err, ors to the limiting value used in the Saf ety Analysis of 1900 psig. The
current specification is non-conservative with respect to the Licensing
Basis FSAR & therefore not in accordance with 10 CFR 50.35. The licensee---
shall provide a saf ety evaluation for the cifference, for approval, or
restore the set point .to be a valid T.S. value.

Item 10b: ESFAS Interlock T,yg-P:2

III The basis for this interlock on T.S. Page E 3/4 3-2 states that:

"On decreasing reactor coolant loop temperature, P-12 automatically
removes the arming signal from the steam dump system." This is not
substantively consistent with Reference 5, Figure 7.2.1-1 wnich
shows that 'it is the arming signal for the condenser dump valves and
atmospheric cump valves wnich is removed and then with the exception
of 3 cocidewn dump valves (to the condenser). The steam gentrator

. Power Operatec [atmospneric) Relief Vaives '(SG PORVs), are npt
affected: Please correct the Basis. .

~

a * * * * * * * -A Dn. 4e4Am 8
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Reference Item 11b above, involvino Reactor Trio-P-4 &-Steam Generator Hioh'
c

Hich-Level P-14. .

The NRC. has observed potential situations of concern. involving this '

interlock.

NRC Safety Concern A: A review of the logic of this interlock, Reference 7,
-Figure 7.2.1-1, (13 of 16), Revision 42 shows that if a SG-Hi Hi occurs,
Turbine Trip, Trip of MFW Pumps, closure of MFW isolation and control:

valves occur, but the reactor is not tripped if the Nuclear Power Level is
below P-8 (48% Power Level ), Reference *7, Figure 7.2.1-1, Revision 42,
(18_of 18). This would then cause another occurrence which would be
effectively a loss of main fodwater to the reactor at a nominal power
level of 48%. '

HRC Safety Concern E: The existing FSAR, Reference 7, Section 15.2.10.1,
Revision 15, shows that a feedwater malfuncticn at full power is not
terminated. by a neutron Flux Power trip, but by a SG-Hi Hi, (i.e. , P-14) '

signal initiating Turbine Trip, Trip of MFW Pumps, Closure of MFW Isolation
and MFW modulating valves. Turbine Trip will trip the reactor (if. initial
power level is above P-8). However, if the feedwater malfunction is ini-

:tiated at :ero power FSAR, Reference 7, Section 15. 2.10. 2, "Re s ul ts ,"
.f,irst paragraph, the -consequences are a rapid increase in nuclear power
which will cause a~ reactor trip from the neutron-flux low power, 25%,_

Lsetpoint,- and 35%_ (Limiting Safety Value in Analysis) and hence generate
a- P-4 signal, but wi_11 not correct the initiating cause of the faulted
main feedwater control system until SG-Hi Hi level is subsequently ini-
tiated and . effects: closure of MFW isolation valves. Whereas~the FSAR
evaluates the -first event of this secuence by reference to the event of
"Uncontrol: led Rod Cluster Control Assembly Bank Withdrawal _From A Sub-
critical? Condition," the FSAR provides ne' evaluation cf the subsequent-
event 1 including the DNERs Eresulting frim any restoration of reactivity

,

!before SG-HizHi_. ultimately effectively-closes MFW isciation valves. . This
latter event from ero power can also occur at _any intermediate power
level, with and-without' automatic-rod control,- and there is: currently no
analysis which evaluate- the worst case.

.

,

NRC Safety Concern C: The licensee has provided no information on " Safety
- Analysis cLimits'.' that would be applicable to Permissive P-8 in evaluating.>

! the above events. If the allowance is ultimately of the same order as for
the| Power Range, Neutron Flux --High and: Low set Point Trips , i.e. , approx.

,

L +10 percentage point,- then Safety' Concerns A-and. B could- be occurring at
| -up.to-58% power-level'.

'

u

In crespect -_of NRC Saf ety_ Concerns A, S, and C above, we consider ~the pro-
posed -T.S. in respe:t of the'relatec permissives and . interlocks to be non-

I- conservative with respect to Regulatory Requirements. The licensee should
it review-the safety censequences of each of these potential NRC concerns and-

* respond with _a~ safety evaluation with proposed changes to the T.Si as
ippropriate. This could be considered a Generic Issue. .

Ceneral: In view of the consequences .of the bypass of reactor trip on
-turbine trip below P-8 for the events protected by trip of turbine on

-

P
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Generator Hi Hi Level to trip the MFW pumps, and to'gether with existingReactor Trip to provide Main Feede ter Isolation. Or, is it necessary to
depend on an earlier " Isolation of Main Feedwater'' f rom the combination
of the existing reactor trip P-4 signal already provided and a related
Low T',y .

Inclusion of the P-4 and Low T interlock into the T.S. would provide
rnore reliability in protection for this event in conf ormance with the
diversity criteria of 10 CFR 50 Appendix A, GDC Criterion 22 in support
GDC 20. Without this, there is no div.t.rsity for protection from this
continuing event. The proposed T.S. should require T, Low to oe incor-
porat.ed into the T.S. to meet the above Regulatory Criteria. The licenseeshall evaluate and propose.

The licensee shall evaluate this issue with our concerns expressed under
Table 2.2-4, Item 11 proposed, Reference Item 11(b) above, NRC Safety
Concerns B and C to which this is directly related.

The presence of Low T,yg, without T.S. consicarations of Set. Point,
Maximum Errors, Channel Reliability, Applicabil!ty MODES and' Action
Statements raises concerns about the consequences of a single failure.
For example, a failure low, remaining uncetectec, could combine with a
Reactor Trip f rom full power to close Main Feedwater [ containment)-Isola-
tion valves and Main Feedwater Modulating valves and cause a more severe
transient than would otherwise be necessary. The Licensee should evaluate
the consequences of single failure on appropriate Conditions II, III, and
IV Occurences, and propose as necessary.

Ite Reference 7, Section 15.2.14, page 15.2-38, Revision 43, which is the
Accident Analysis f or "Inaevertent Operaticn of ECCS During Power Operation,"
states that:

Spu 'ous ECC5 operation at power could be caused by operator error or
a f alse electrical actuating signal. Spurious actuation may be assumed
to be caused by any o' the following:

1. High Containment pressure

2. Low pressuri::er pressure

3. High steam line differential pressure

4 High steam line flow with either low average coolant temperature
or low steam line pressure.

Please explain the signals 3 anc 4 since tney co not appear in the TABLE 3.3-4
just eviewed, nor co they seem to appear in the Logic Diagrams of thq Licensing
Basis in the FSAR to reference 5. The Licensee shall evaluate and propoce.

4

-
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TABLE 3.3-5 ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURES RESPONSE TIMES ~
,

Item 2a: Initiation of Safety Injection by: Containment Pressure-High.

A value of 5 27 secs (without off she power) is given.

Reference 5, page 7.3-8 shows that initiation time of ESFAS from this
source is a maximum of I sec.

No events in Reference 7, Section 15, Mve been directly analyzed using
this sensor as the prime initiator above the P-11 interlock although it
is relied upon for diverse protection. However, it is the only automatic
initiation of Safety ' Injection protection below (P-11). Other events
dependent upon a SI generating signal, particularly circumstances descibed
under items 3a and Aa below, shows safety analyses limits of < 12 secs.
(with offsite power) and < 22 secs (without off site power). ~

,,

At this time, the proposed T.S. value is lets conservatiya than others
used in Safety Analysis. The licensee shall evaluate this difference and
propose accordingly. s

s
Item 2b: Initiation of " Reactor Trip (From SI)" by Containment Pressure-High

The descriptor (From SI), should be deleted as it is incorrect.
,

The response time is give is 12 secs and this different from the FSAR, .

Reference 5, page 7.3-8 which gives a maximum time of I sec.

This value is less conservative than the FSAR and the licensee shall
evaluate and propose accordingly.

Item 2c: " Fee ater Isolation" from Containment Pressure-High

The response time is given as 5 9 sees.

Reference 5, page 7.3-8 shows that initiation of ESFAS from this source is
a maximum of 1 sec.

- Table 3.6.2 of the T.S. provides isolation times of < 5 secs for main
feedwater containment isolation anc 5,10 secs for main feedwater to
Auxiliary Feedwater Isolation. A total time to isolation of M W, from
Containment Pressure-High, of $ 11 secs seems appropriate to available
equipment.

There would then be a conflict between the response time of < 9 secs in
the proposed T.S. and the potential vaive of up to 11 set from other
licensing basis information.

No event in Reference 7, Section 15.1 through 4 uses this partic'ular
isolation in time Analyses. However, this is a impor* ant f actor for

containment integrity during a Main Steam Line Break in containment. The
value used as the Safety Analysis Limit shall be provided by the licensee,

1

-
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; Reference 5, page 7.3-8 shows that initiation of ESFAS fromithis. source
is.1 sec.- .

He other information is:-available on' Safety Analysis. Limits because,
contrary-to Regulatory Requirements, this value has not been used in the
Safety. Analysis of the FSAR in. respect ~of 'AFW supplies. -In other see-
tions of this review, the licensee has been asked to re evaluate Safety

. Analyses to recognize this fact. Parallel with. t.his, the licensee shall
identify-the_ Actual Safety Analysis Limit to be used for this response,t

compare with the proposed T.S. , and repropose as appropriate. Any Occur-
- tences required to utilize Nuclear Serv ~tte Water must be considered non- ,

"

conservative vith respect to these values currently presented in the FSAR
.'to Reference 7 , Section 15.

, -

' Item 2h: . Initiation of _ Component Cooling Water f rom Containment Pressure-High

This response time is given as 65(3)(3)/76(4)(2) sees.-

'

The -description of superscript -2 under Table Notation onJ'.S. Page 3/4- 3-33- J

is incomplete. -The licensee- shall propose an accurate description of these a
circumstances: including-its dependence on Nuclear Service Wate't; the*

licensee should' confirm that- this cooling water supply information5is for
this -safety related service.

Reference 5, page 73-8 shows the initiation of ESFAS from this source is
1-sec.

No other information is available on' Safety Analysis Limits used.in the'
.

FSAR. The licensee shall provide this information for related Condi-'

- tions II, III.- and IV Occurrences for both on-site and offsite power.. This-
'

information shall e evaluated and the -licensee-shall propose, At this
time', consioering the non-conservative circumstance with NSW AFW supply,-
it must begpresumed that any.0ccurrence reouired to utilire. the Nuclear
Service. Water must be consicered non-conservative with respect to the

F Lyalues currently presented in the FSAR, Reference 7, Section 15. .

' Item 21:c " Start D.iesel: Generators" from Containment Pressure-High

A response time _ of-111 secs is given.--

.

Referenc'- 5, page 7.3.-8 shows- that initiation of ESFAS from the: source
' is 'a maximu:n of 1 sec.

1

No' evaluation in Reference 7, uses this senser as the prime initiator-
abose c the' P-11= Interlock, although it is. relied upon for protection'ebove, i-

and: directlyL for protection.below (P-12). Other events dependent upon,

a .SI generating signal particularly, items 3a & 4a below, show' safetyt
>,

analysis limits of 5 10 secs for this value.,

. ,

In respect of current safety analyses limits, therefore, it appeahs that
the proposed value is less conservative than tne Safety Analysis Limits.
The lir.ensee shall evaluate and propose.

-
,
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" Item Sc: "Feedwater Isolation" From-Pressurizer Pressure-Low (SI)

~ The proposed T.S. _is 1-9 secs -

Refer'snce our comments and'reovirements under 2.c. above.
'

Item 3d: '" Containment Isolation - Phase A" f rom Pressurizer Pressure-Low (SI)
The proposed T.S. is 1 18(3)/28(4) secs.

Reference our: comments and requirements under 2.d. above.

Item Se: " Containment- Purge & Exhaust Isolation" From Pressurizer
Pressure-Low-(SI) -

The proposed T.S. is NA.
9 9

Refer 9nce our comments and requirements under 2.e. above,j

Item-3f: :" Auxiliary Feedwater" Initiation by Pressurizer Pre $sure-Low (SI)

:The licensee- proposes NA .(not applicable). D

SafetyLinjection logic closes the main feecwater isolation valves for
every ' event in which SI is initiated (reference earlier sections of

'

this- rtview Table 3.3-4, proposed item c). Therefore, every such event
init.iated by; a.SI_ initiator must be analyzed with a restoration of AFW
and a related response-time.

It is outside.-the licensing basis, not to a. propose a value for thisb

: response time. This T.S. -value is therefore non-conservative; the
1icensee'~shall. evaluate and prepose.-

LItem 3g: "Nucl' ear Servic'e Water System": Initiation from Pressurizer
,.' Pressure-Low SI-

The'T.S. value.is given as 76(2)/65(3) secs.-
-

Our comments on 65(3) are:as for our earlier 29

Witherespect to superscript (2 on 76; why is this different to Containment:
-

Pressure High which is 76(3) when the concomitant SI signal generates the

same equipment requirements. Superscript (1) now provides for SI and RHR-

3 did not. Also, superscript (1) if it~is to be used-pumps whereas:. ,,

should include Isolation and Start of Nuclear Service Water System (NSW)'
'

! Aference our comments and requirements under earlier 2g.

Item 3: General

'The licensee is -to evaluate each of his superscripts (1) (2) (3) and, ,

-(4);and ensure that they are complete, accurate and consi-tent with all
the related ESFAS initiating signals and functions.

! -

I' :06/01/84 49 cevision A
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item 4d: '" Containment Isolation - Phase A"- on Steam Line Pressure-Low

1 18 8)/28(4) secs.C'The proposed T.S. is
,

Reference our comments and requirements under 2d. above, modified in that
proposed 7.5. times appear feasible with the additional delay of 1 sec.

. Item 4e: " Containment Purge and Exhaust Isolation" on Steam Line-Pressure-Low

The proposed T.S. is PA.
,,

Reference our comments _and requirements under item 2d. above.

-Item 4f: " Auxiliary Feedwater Pumps" initiated by Steam Line Pressure-Low -

.

The proposed T.S. is NA.

Reference our comments and requirements under 3f. above. ,

'

Item 4g:' " Nuclear Service Water" initiated on Steam Line Pressure-Low

The proposed T.S. is 5 65(3)/76(4) secs. "

Reference our comments ,- requirements , and remarks under 2 . , 3g. , _ and 39
Genera ^l above.

Item 4h: Steam Line' Isolation on Steam Line Pressure-Low.

The proposed TS value is 5 9 secs.

Re'erence 5, page 7.3-8 states t5st the maximum allowable times for
generating steam break prote: tion are (1) from steam line pressure rate,
2 secs,-- and (2) from steam line pressure-low, 2 secs. Further, Refer-
ence 7, page .15.4-6 states that tne fast acting steam line stop valves
are " designed so close in 5 secs...". A minimum closure-of 7 secs:seems
1ikely.

For- actual- safety analysis limits, Reference 7, Table'15,b1 (1_ of- 4) and
15.4-1-(2;of 4) both-show a differente of seven (7)| secs between arriving
at the " Low Steam Line Pressure Setpoint" and "All main Steamline Isolation
Valves Closed. " [In .the case of Feedwater' System Pipe Rupture)1

The proposed TS value of 5 9 secs is therefore greater than the Safety
. Analysis Limit.

The-proposed TS must therefore be considered less conservative for this
Levent. The licensee-shall evaluate and propose.

Item 41: '| Component Cooling Water" Initiation by Steam Line Pressure-Low

Proposed T.S. value is 65(2)(s)/76(2)(4)
,

Reference our earlier comments and requirements under 2h and 3h above.

J

.
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LThe licensee shall identify the Safety Anal; sis -L'iniits used for this Steam
Line Isolation, including the M5LB in containment, evaluate against the
proposed T;5. value and propose as appropriate. Until such time, the
current value- appears non-conservative. .

Item L 6a: Turbine Trip on Steam Generator Water Level-High High

The proposed T.S. is NA, i.e. , not applicable.

Reference the licensee to our comments under Table-3.3-2, Jtem 16 where '

it i.s shown that it is used within the Cicensing Basis.

The proposed position is non-conservative with respect to the Licensing
Basis. The licensee shall evaluate and propose in accordance with our ~ .'

. review under Table 3.3-2, Item 16.

-Item 6b: "Feedwater Isolation" Initiated by Steam Generator Water
Level-High'High

a
The proposed T.S. is 5 13= secs. .,

v. _ _

>

Reference 7, Table 15,1.3-1 shows that "High Steam Generator leve14 trip of
the feedwater pumps and -closure of feedwater system valves, and turbine
trip" is_ based on an ESFAS time delay of 2.0 seconds.

Table 3.6.2 of the T.S. provides isolation times of C 5 secs for main-

feedwater containment isolation and < 10 secs for main feedwater to~' Auxiliary Feedwater Isolation.-

A total time to isolation of MFW of 5 13 secs seems appropriate to avail- ;

able equipment.

However the-current safety analysis depending on this response time is
that- for the Excessive- Cooldown occurrence under Reference 7, page 15.2-28,
and = for this, no value is quoted for isolation of main feedwater which -is
the initiator'of the event. However, Figure- 15.2.10-2 shows that withLini-

- tiation-of the event caused by one faulty control valve, it takes 32 secs:
to' reach the _ SG-High-High Level with a mass increase of 35%. of init'ial...

L and.thereaf ter does ;not increase further. This implies zero closure time.
Since it is expected to take another 13 secs to actually isolate, we could
assume'an additional _ mass increase of another_13%'to give a total of.
approx.1.48 the initial value.

-The above additional'Hain Feedwater level can affect the consequences of
the. event at power, if there has been a trip, with a potential- for power

. restoration and/or_ overfill of the S-G to cause water ingress into the

. main steam-lines. Additionally, it can have consequences of poter.tially
larger importance for the event occurring from tero subtritical power.

.

Reference also our concerns under item Table 3.3-4, item 11b and ila above.

The _ licensee shall e' valuate the related concerns, including the extended
MFV valve isolation times, to determinc their safety significance, and

-
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Item 11, below. . '

-time than used as the existing Safety Analysis-Limit in the FSAR, thenIf this is confirmed at from 65 to'70 sees, or any longer
cceptable re-evaluation of all' Conditions II, III, and IV occurrencesa

involving-. AFV supply, are required by 10 CFR 50.36. -

Our current evaluation is that the response times in the proposed T.S.
are non-conservative in respect of Regulatory requirements,

i

Item 8: " Steam Line Isolation" on Negative Steam Line Pressure Rate-High

Proposed T.S. value is 5 9 sec. "

Reference 5, page 7.3-8 states that the maximum allowable time ~ for
generating the ESFAS MSIV isolation signal from a Steam Line Pressure. ,

-Rate. circumstance is- 2 secs, the same as for item 4h. above.

Our comments and requirements therefore are' the_ same as under item 4h.
-

We appreciate that this signal is generated at below P-11,'but with the
existing proposed 'Boration Control T.S. we must continue to evaluate this
valueLas_non-conservative.

.

The proposed :T.S.- value is greater than the_ Safety Analysis .L mit of seven
-(7) secs and must be considered less conservative for this event.

-

The-licensee must evaluate this difference and propose.

Item 11: " Automatic Re-alignment of AFW Supply on Low Suction Line Pressure"
[The existing description should be changed to more accurately state this-
action 1

Proposed T.S. value-is 12-secs.

Note our comments under 7a. and 7b. above. Although this response time may-

be- in accordance with current plant engineering, -it is not in accordance
with -the existing Safety Analysis Limit for Auxiliary Feedwater Supply

,

'

which,. on' curre_nt information,-has _ pre supposed no such transfer time.
If a -tank has-been lost because of seismic action, we- cannot assume a.

residualz15 secs supply at this time.

Atithis time, until the evaluation of 7a. and 7b. above is completed, we
must evaluate:this delay as non-conservative with respect to currently
used Safety Analysis | Limits which in themselves are non conservative with
respect;to Regulatory requirements.

1The11icensee_will-evaluateandpropose.

Item 12: " Automatic Switchover to Recirculation" on Low RWST Level

Response time proposed as 5 60 secs '

i
.

,

The licensee shall provide the bases for this value and evaluate against
this 5 60 secs, and propose as necessary.

l
I

: I'
i
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Item?15:: Loss of-Power e -
,

Item-15: General ,
. >

Our r'eiiew comments under item $ " Station Blackout" Late fully applicable
iteithis item with the related-conclusion that: '

The absence of most of the informat' ion on Functional Units and related
Response Times required to Protect the Facili_ty on Loss of Power makes
the proposed-T.S.:non-conservative with respect to the Licensing Basis.
The Licensee shall evaluate and propose-

Item-[ Foot) Note: Response time for Motor-Driven Auxiliary Feedwater Pump
Starts on.All SI signals.

This is proposed as_$ 60 secs.
..

' Reference our earlier comments for its inclusion in Items j2f. , 31. , and
4f, above.together with the necessary Licensee . Actions. ,1

L

' Reference our-earlier comments under 7a. and 7b. above together with the-

necessity for licensee action, r

: Atithis time,- these fvalues are -non-conservative with respect to Regulatory
requirements- and the licensee must esalvate and propose.

Item: . Table 3.3-5,'. TABLE NOTATION on T. S. Page 3/4 3-33

These notations 1, 2, 3, and _4 must be expanded to include Component
Cooling . Water System Isolation.and- Pumps, Nuclear Service Water System-

:(NSWS) Isolation. & Pumps, and AFV re-alignment to- NSWS and alternate
scurces as necessary. This will sisc enable verifiable censistency with
the Notati,ons-used in the table, y

.See our comment under items 2g., 2h.,'3g. 3h., 4 .-, and 4i. 'above.9
4

LNotation 2 of,.this Table- states that:

L(2) LValves IKC305B and 1KC315B for Unit 1 and Valves. 2KC305B and 2KC315B for
' -Unit 2 are exceptions to the response times listed in the table. The

following response times in seconds are the required values for-these-

' valves =for the initiating: signal and function indicated:
,

2. b < 30(3)/40(4)
3. b~ :s 30
4.b 1-30 /40(4)

- Since >the-'f unctions 2b, 3b and Ab are .all Reactor Trip f unctions,
please explain. -

;

Since these descriptors are apparently incorrect, provide the correct
descriptors.

*
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Section 3/4.4 REACTOR C00LAKT SYSTEM
.

Section 3/4.4.1 REACTOR C00LAKT LOOPS AND COOLANT CIRCULATION

-Item: GENERAL

G.1 INTRODUCTION

Concerning RCS Operability requirements, in MODE 3-5:
~

We ref er to our earlier discussions & licensee requirements - and especially
under Section 3/4.1.1, T.S. Page 3/41-1, 2 & 2a on Boration Control, T.S. ,
Page 3/4 1-20 & 1-21 concerning SHUTDOWN AND CONTROL ROD INSERTION LIMITS and
TABLE 3.3-1 REACTOR TRIP SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION generally, including more
particuietly items 2-21 (selected) and items 12, 14, 15 and 21.

' nder our item T.S. TABLE 3.3-1, items 2, 5 & 6 et al, the licensee has been
required to "Provice an anlaysis and evaluation of the consequences of Appli-
cable Condition II, III and IV Occurrence $, in MODES 3 through~5, for an
appropriate set of Technical Specification requirements to ensure Conformance
to Acceptable Regulatory Criteria, and from this establish an appropriate range
of Reactor Trip System Instrumentation to Safety Related Requirements. 'This
evaluation shall be undertaken in conjunction with our concerns for current
technical specifications under section 3/4.4.1 REACTOR COOLANT LOOPS AND COOLANT
CIRCULATION of this review.

As part of this review, and as a safety justification for our concerns, we
require inclusion of the following Occurrences and Considerations in the
program, and as early determinants of our proposals in respect of RCS Loop
Operability requirements in MODES 3, 4 and 5 (with loops filled).

G.2 DISCUSSION
.

Item: CONSIDERATION

A number of;f actors determine our concern:

G . 2.1' The increased boron concentration discussed under Section 3/4.1.1 of
this review.

G.2,1,1 Increases shut down margin at temperatures above 200 F, and thereby
reduces the severity of any occurrences giving a return to power,
but only af ter reactor trip. Further the T.S. proposed by the licensee
does not include the increased boron concentration and RCS Operability
requirements are judged against those circumstances.

G.2.1.2 Because increased shutdown margins are available, in MODES S, 4 and
5, the licensee may now increase the level of wi thdrawal of, all
movable control assemblies and still remain within the unchanged T.S.
condition of the allowable reactivity condition, kef f of $ 0:99.
Consequently, it does not benefit those Occurrences initiated by f ast
oositive reactivity excursions in which maximum power levels ulti-
mately reached are substantively determined by given Response Times

-
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operability of Reactor Trip from SI in this mode and offers no
Safety Evaluation for the proposed change. Reference our review

,under Table 3.3-1, Item .17.

The proposed T.S. is not in conformance with the Licensing Basis, and
is nonconservative. The licensee shall evaluate and propose.

G.2.4 in MODE 3, from P-11, to MODE 5. for events initiating SI, the plant
is engineered and can be operated so that only one automatic trip of
the reactor may be available; that from containment pressure-high.

On the above bases, plant engineering and operations would not be in
conformity with regulatory reovirements. The Lic#insee shall evaluate ~

and propose.

It may be possible for the plant to be operated in a manner to'

conform by not manually blocking the Main Stee:n Line., Pressure-Low
Trip [at P-11) but constraining this blockage to a' point at which
SG pressure during cooldown is within an acceptable error band of
the related Set Point Value. Under these circumstances,3 two.(2)
diverse automatic protections on reactor trip may be available.

In addition the proposed T.S.s do not require operability of the
Reactor Trip /ESF channel in this phase of operations below MODE 3
[at P-11), to MODE 4 even though this is engineered into the
Facility. No Safety Evaluation of this omission is provided. The
FSAR assumes Safety Injection Protection in MODES 3 and 4. The
proposed T.S. is not in accord with the Licensing Basis and is
nonconservative. The Licensee shall evaluate and propose.

G.2.5 Diversity of Saf ety Injection to the me.ximuc extent for related *

Accident Circumstances can only be retained within existing plant
engineering by requiring that manual block of the Steam Line
Pressure-Low be delayed until SG pressures are within an appropriate
error band of the Steam Line Pressure-tow Set Point. This could be
down to a temperature of approximately 485-490 F in the RCS which
would be in MODE 3 before 1000 psig/425 F. (485-490 F is the satur-
ation temperature equivalent to 565 psig + 30 psig [ channel error)
i.e. , approximately 595 psig in the SG.

The licensee shall evaluate and propose.

G.2.6 EVENTS OF CONCERN (A LIMITED SELECTION)

G.2.6.1 OCCURRENCES WITH RAPID REACTIVITY INCREASE

Concerning " Uncontrolled Rod Cluster Control Assembly Bank Withdrawal from
Suo-Critical Condition." .

4

! Current Docketed Analysis in reference 7, section 15.2.1, page 15.2-2 is based
on four operating loops. This event is possible down to and including Mode 5.
Current FSAR analysis trips the reactor on Power Range, Neutron Flux-Low Set,

1
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actuation is manually blocked on low steamline pressure and low
pressurizer pressure."

This position gives no measure of the resulting shutdown margins an:i/or power
level and, the consequences of a stuct roc, with only 2 RC loops operating
instead of four. It is conceivable that two loop operation may be less
conservative than either 4 RCPs continuing to operate or 4 RCPs tripped on
Safety Injection, due to an increased cooldown in the core cue to circulation
(compared to the tripped case) but a much decreased core flow rate to handle
the event. The potential short tem consequences of bulk voicing and loss of
circulation in the non-operable looDs cannotTe ignored.

If during cooldown, an MSLE cools the RCS down to 212 F e.g. , the residual
-

shutdown will be at 1% delta k/k whereas the proposed T.S. margin at Zero
Power according to T.S. Page 3/41-2 was 1.6 ceha k/k. Please ch. ify, and
at what condition during cooldown the 1.6% delta k/k is reached.

Given the circumstances that the "Operatin; Instructions" described above are
not a part of the proposed T.S. , any T.S. allowing operabilityrof less than
4 RCS Loops in MODE 3 would be in non-conformance with the current Licensing
Basis safety Analysis in the FSAR in a non-conservative manner, and' the.
Iicensee would be requitec to evaluate and propose.

For this licensing basis event, from Zero Power, Reactor Trip ooes not occur on
Power Flux Trip, but on Pressurizer Pressure-Low (SI) (abcVe P-11) [ reference
our required confirmation of this in an earlier item) so the Power Flux Trip
is not required to be Operable.

At less than P-11, these circumstances are changed for the MSLE, and Reactor
Trip does not occur until Containment-Hi is achieved, for a break inside con-
tainment.

For a break outside containment, however, hign negative steam rate isolates
main steam isoiation valves only, out ineir is no Safety Injection, no Reactor
Trip (on SI), and under the exisiting proposec T.S. no safety related Reactor
Trip System Instrumentation of any nature to Trip the Reactor and Insert the
movable control rods to benefit from potentially increated available shutdown

'

margin. In addition to ai' this, the licensee proposes that MSIV closure
times under these conditions in No. Applicable.

Given the circumstances of the prooosed T.S. , and T.S. allowing OPERABILITY of
less than 4 RCS Loop in MDDE 3 under these circumstances woulc be in noncon-
fvmance with the current Licensing Basis FSAR in a nonconservative manner,
and the licensee would be required to evaluate and propose.

Additional events which exhibit a rapic coolcown and depressurization of the

RCS; are:

a) Accicental Depressuri:ation cf the main steam system at no load, '

,

(reference 7, page 15.2-35, revision 36). .

b) Minor Secondary System Pipe Ereaks [at no load); reference 7, page 15.3-4,
revision 27).

-
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Additional events of a similar nature to the SBLOCA even'ts include:

a) Accidental Depressurization of the Reactor Coolant System (reference 7,
page 1.5,2-33, revision 7).

b) Steam Generator Tube Rupture (ref erence, page 15.4 - 13a, revision 38).

c) Rupture of a Control Rod Drive Mechanism Housing at lero Power (reference 7,
page 15.4.6, revision 42).

Both events, a) and b), are analyzed in the Ticensing Bases at Full Power, and.

use Pressurizer Pressure-Low as a first reactor trip. At zero power, with
current proposed T.S. this reactor trip is proposed as Not Operable.

For event c), from Zero Power, Power Range Neutron Flux, High Set Point Trips
the Reactor; Pressurizer Pressure-Low (SI) initiates Safety Injection;
reference 7, page 15.4-29, revision 43, paras. I and 5. Whereas both these
protections are proposed by the T.S. in MODE 2, they are not proposed for MODE 3
which dif fers from the circumstances of MODE 2 by only a marcjinal reduction in
RCS Temperature. .

The FSAR, reference 7, Table 15.4.6-1, revision 42, shows this occ tren'ce
as being the only event at Zero Power, analyzed to a smaller NC cf RCPs
than 4; it has been analyzed for 2 only. This is an accident with substan-
tial but " acceptable to Condition IV occurrences" consequences in terms of
fuel cladding damage and RCS overpressurization, but it required at least
two RCPs to achieve that (in the Licensing Basis). Even the two RCPs required
in this event.are not proposed as being required for MODE 3.

The proposed circumstances in MODE 3 are clearly non-conservative with respect
to the Licensing Bases. The licensee shall evaluate and propose.

Concerning the Large Break " Loss of Coolant Accident."

This is discussed in Accident Analyses in Reference 7, section 15.4.1 for a
LOCA f rom rated power; in Reference 8, item 212.75 page Q 212.47, for a LOCA
between RCS conditions of 1900 psig and 1000 psig/425 F in Hot Standbye; in
item 212.90(6.3), page 212-61, for a LOCA at and less 'than 1000 psig/425' in
Hot Standbye, and on page Q 212-61b, item 29 for a LOCA in the RHR Mode at
425 psig/350 F.

As for the Small Break LOCA, these analyses are presumably based on 4 RCS loop
operation, with in general, loss of power to RCS Pumps on Safety Injection.

The large break LOCA analyses used the Topical Report WCAP-8479, reference 7,'

page 15.4-1. At this time, we expect no difference in the importance of RCPs
to that discussed under the paragraph commencing "Concerning Small Break LOCA"
which used the W Topical Report WCAP E356 (reference 19) and which applied to'

both large and Small Break LOCAs. '

4
I
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operation of'4 RCS Loops, whilst on RHR, may be undesirable; because of the
. substantial additional burden on the RHR system; so, nonoperability of all i

RCPs must be- compensated by other controllable f actors such as inserting all
movable control assemblies and removing power from the Reactor Trip System
Breakers,felosure of Main Feedwater [ Containment) Isolation valves to both
Main and Auxiliary Feedwater Systems, Closure of Main Steam Isolation Valves,
and Boration Control measures additional to those included in the proposed T.S.
An additional available alternate action is to use, within MODE 4, a minimum
set of RCS pumps _ (and loops) as established by Safety Analysis, to cool the
plant down to effectively zero pressure (gauge) in the Steam Generators [or
less if the condenser was still available]Aefore transferring the heat sinkto the RHR system. This would ensure control of Steam Line Break, and LOCA
events,- small and large, down to RCS conditions where RCS flows are notnecessary.

The current T.S. are nonconservative in respect to the Licensing Basis inr.espect to these concerns. The Licensee shall neluate end propose.-

r m .

--

- 1.5.~SE MION 3/4.4.~1: RCS LOOPS AND COOLANT CIRCULATION
,

START UP DE 2) ' AND- POWER OPERATION (MODE 1).
N

The LCO requir s all [4] reactor coolant loops to be in operati
in MD' DES 1 & 2.

The- ACTION 5tatem.nt requires that in the event of'' loss of (of 4) RCS Loop,in MODES -1 & 2, th licensee is required to be in at lea
HOT STANDBY within1 -br. -

The current-Safety Anal is Limits in the FSAR, re rence 7, page 15.2-16,_
- g

revision 7,-requires an 1 mediate trip of the re tor to RTI & ESFAS responsetimes in the event of loss f 1 RCS pump. Als , placement of the RCS in Hot
Standby with less than one i op operable [wi_t cut other compensating condi-
-tions) would- be non-conservati e in respecVof the-existing FSAR.

. The Action: Stakement is non-conse vatipe with respect to the carent licensing
basis and the licensee shall evalu te'and propose.

T.S. ! surveillance requires veri cati n of Reactor Coolant Loop (RCL) circula-tion. once- every 12 ; hours. Thj is una eptable considering the Safety- Analysis-
limits required above .for_ lyfs at one pug. In the event of failure of the Low: Reactor Coolant- Flow Reac r Trip; the opegator should respond _ immediately to
the:related A1_ arm to tr' . the reactor, if ig remains. Reference to earlierwork of this review 1'show that there is ng alternate, or diverse, sensor

"

for low flow in on > ,eactor Coolant Loop. Fu her the FSAR analysis does not
provide _an evalua. icn of the consequences of a O min delay by the operator on: hearing ~the Al In-'- if it' has remained operable

om available [3 channel)LOGIC. Addi nelly, the FSAR proposes no -alterna e trips for the reactor,with' relate evaluation, such as over temperature 1 ading to Pressurizer
Level-High'and Pressuri:er Pressure-High. The ActiokStatement would , place the
plant outside the current _ licensing basis for normal operation and is ,non-
conservative with respect to that. The licensee shall e'aluate and prbpose.

'
-

'
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operation ~of 4 RCS Loops, whilst on RHR, may be undesirable because of-the
substantial additional burden on the RHR system; so, nonoperability of all
RCPs must be compensated by other controllable f actors such as inserting all
mova.ble control assemblies and removing power f rom the Reactor Trip System
Breakers , 'blosure of Main Feeowater [ Containment) Isolatfon valves to both
Main and _ Auxiliary Feecwater Systems, Closure of Main Steam Isolation Valves,
and Boration Control measures additional to those included in the proposed T.S.
An additional available alternate action is to use, within MODE 4, a minimum'
-set of RCS pumps (and loops) as established by Safety Analysis, to cool the
plant down to effectively zero pressure (gauge) in the Steam Generators [or
less if the ' condenser was still available) before transferring the heat sink
to the RHR system. This would ensure control of Steam Line Break, and LOCA
events, small anc large, down to RCS conditions where RCS flows are not,

necessary.

The curicnt i.5, are nonconservative in respect to the Licensing Basis in
. respect to these concerns. The Licensee shall evaluate and- propose.

T.S. SECTION 3/4. 4.1: RCS LOOPS AND COOLANT CIRCULATION -[
'

START UP (MODE 2) AND POWER OPERATION (MODE 1). .

g
The .LCO requires all [4] reactor coolant loops to be in operation in MODES 1 & 2.

The ACTION Statement requires that in the event of loss of 1 [of 4) RCS Loop
in MODES 1 & 2, the licensee is required to be in at least HOT STANDBY within
1 hr. -

The current Safety Analysis Limits in the FSAR, reference 7, page 15.2-16,
revision 7, -requires an immediate trip of the reactor to RTI & ESFAS response
times in the event of loss of 1 RCS pump. Also, placement of the RCS in Hot

'

En with less than ene-lec; cperable [witnout cther compensating condi-
tions) would be. non-conservative in respect of the existing FSAR.

The- Action Statement is non-conservative with respect to the current licensing
basis and 'the 1.cersee shall evaluate anc propose.

- T.S. surveillance requires verification of Reactor Coolant Loop (RCL) circula-
tion once every 12- hours. -This is unacceptable considering the Safety Analysis
limits -required above for less at one pump. In the event of f ailure of the Low
Reactor. Coolant Flow Reactor Trip; the operator should respond immediately- to
the. related Alarm to trip the reactor, if it remains. Reference to earlier
work of this review will show that there is no alternate, or diverse, sensor
for low flow in one Reactor Coolant- Loop. Further the FSAR analysis does not
provide an evaluation of the consequences of a 10 min delay by the operator on-
hearing the Alarm - if it has remained operable f rom available [3 channel)
LOGIC. Additionally, the FSAR propeses no alternate trips for the -reactor,
with related evaluation, such as c,ver temperature leading to Pressurizer
Level-High and Pressurizer Pressure-Hign. Tne Action Scatement wculd place the
plant outside the current licensing basis for normal operation and is'non-
conservative with respect to that. The licensee shall evaluate and pr'opose.
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Given the- circumstances of the proposed T.'S. , operability of' less than 4 RCS -
loops in MODE 3, . HOT STANDBY, =would_ be in non-conformance with the current
Safety Analysis Limits in a non-conservative manner and the licensee is required
to evaluate.and propose.

It further follows, that the proposed surveillance requirement T. S. item
4.4.1.2.3 that at 'least one reactor coolant loop shall be verified in operation
and circulating reactor coolant at least once 12 hours is also invalid and
should be. changed.

The surveillance requirement, once every 12 hours, is intended to ensure not
only that the system is operating, but that is is operating at process condi-
tions which can be evaluated to show that the equipment is capable of performing
its Licensing Basis saf ety Functions. The proposed T.S. requirements are absent
in this information; it is therefore non-conservative and the licensee shall
evaluate and propose.
'

Surveillance requirements for the S.G. call for a level of 12% at least once
per 12 hours. This is-not in accordance with the Licensing Basis; this level
is the S,G. Low - Low Trip Set Point. All conditions II, III and IV occurrences

recuire in general, for this S.G. level to be at the programmed Set Point for
tne Zero Power Condition with automatic actuatien; we have no evaluation at
alternate conditions. Therefore this exlisting proposal is outside the current
Licensing Basis and non-conservative. Reference our earlier comments under
Item 2.1.1, Item f. The licensee shall evaluate and-propose.

*This Footnote proposes that; in HOT STANDBY (MODE 3):

"*All reactor coolant pumps may be de-energized for up to I hour provided:
(1) no operations- are permitted that would cause dilution of the Reactor
.Cociant System boron concentration, and-(2) core outlet temperature is main-
tained at least 10 F_ below saturation temperature."

:
This is a natural circulation condition; the only Licensing _ Basis calculation.
for this is the Natural Circulation calculations of reference 7, page 15.2-27,
"Less of Offsite Power; to _ Station Auxiliaries"; but at MODE 2 Zero Power condi-
tions with related programmed process conditions of Zero load Pressure and
Te:perature in' the loops. No basis is provided for ensuring that natural
circulation will be safe over the range of conditions now expected in this
MODE 3. Earlier considerations show that more comprehensive protections
against the possibility of _ Condition II, III and IV occurrences must involve,
in _ addition to isciation of all boron dilution sources, securing Reactor Trip-
System Breakers in the Open Position, closure of MFW isolation valves, isola-

-ti onL of' MSIVs, and possibly an optimum boron concentration. At present, the

-only Licensing Basis for controlling this particular situation is the Emergency '

Operating Guidelines.-

G' ven the circumstances of the preposed T.S. , the proposal to de-energize .

RCPs f or up to one hour is outside the Saf ety Analysis Limits of the;FSAR -4-

t 3 is non-conservative with respect to that. ,

Th.e licensee shall provide the reason for this requirement including the
expected condition of the Facility, and then analyze, evaluate and propose.

-
-

.
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eliminated,- the- safety status of the facility is outside'the Licensing Basis
of the FSAR in-s non-conservative manner.

Each of the. OPERABLE loops, whether RCS or RHR, are to be.. energized from
separate power divisions to protect against single f ailure of a bus or distri-
bution system. When the RCS systems are used, the related Auxiliary Feedwater
systems are also required to be operable.

The additional requirement proposed, for two RCS loops to be operable whenever
RHR loop /s are in operation, is based upon reference 8, page Q 212-55 and 56,
to provide for the f ailure of a single motori?ed valve in the RHR/RCS suction
line in both MODES 4 and 5 and possible non-availability of offsite power
sources. The FSAR provides, that on f ailure of the valve:

"Approximately 3 hours are available to the operator to establish an
alternate means of core cooling. This is the time it would .take to heat

-

the available RCS volume from 350 F to the saturation temperature for.

400 psi (445 F), assuming the maximum 24 hours decay heat . load,
y

To restore core cooling, the operator only has to return to heat , removal
via the steam generators. The operator can employ either steam dump to
the main condenser or to the atmosphere, with makeup to the steam genera-
tors f rom the auxiliary feedwater system. The time required to establish
the alternate means of heat removal is only the few minutes necessary to
open the steam dump valves and to start up the auxiliary feedwater system."

The APPLICABILITY MODE 4, is necess'arily' qualified by [less than 425 psig/350'F)
by the LOCA analyses already referenced above under our review Section 3/4 4.1
' Subsection G,2.6.3 ''Concerning Large_ Break Loss of Coolant Accident." See-

- reference 8, page -Q 212-47.d where it is described that

" Af ter several hours into the coolcosn procedure (a minimum time is
approximatply four hours) when the RCS pressure and temperature have
cecreased to 400 psig and 350 F."

: And arising from a later revision 25, the FSAR-advises on page Q 212-61b-revi-
sion 29 concerning ECCS calculations in a later submittal under Revision 28

_

.that

"The response provided in Revision 28 addressed the subject of operator
-actions and ECCS availability. Consistent with the information provided
in' Revision 28, a postulated LOCA in the RER mode at 425 psig RCS pressure
has-been assessed."

The additional Action statement that:

-b. "With no reactor coolant or RHR loop in operation, suspend all operations
involvino a -reduction in boron concentration of the Reactor Coolant-

System and immediately initiate corrective ACTION to return-the required
coolant loop to operation." ',,

06/01/84 71 Revision A
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Item 4.4.1.4.4 (Proposed). It is proposed that an additional item be inserted
which reads: "The related auxiliary Feedwater System shall be determined
OPERABLE as per the requirements of T. S. 3.7.1.2 [and 3.7.1. 2. a as applicable). "
Current pr'oposed T.S. s on T, S. page 3/4 7-4 are non-conservative in this matte.
by not providing any operability requirements for AFW in this MODE. The
licensee shall evaluate and propose.

An additional item is also required in which Atmospheric Dump Valves operability
is establishet The current T.S. are non-conservative in this matter; they
make no provision for operability of this item (see later proposed T.S. page
3/4 7-Sa). [ General comment: Operability of each of S.G. water level, AFV and
ATMOSPHERIC DUMP VALVES in this MODE is probably better defined under each of
these items in their particular sections of the T.S. See later sections of
this review as identified above.]

.The FSAR addresses the consequence of a failure, closed, of the isolation valve
in the RCS/RHR line; it addresses the analysis f rom 350*F in the RHR MODE when
a bubble is present in the pressurizer. This will also be valic down to the ,

RCS temperature at which the bubble will be established, i.e. , below 300 F
according to reference 19, page 52-21a, revision 33. first para. If the
licensee does operate the plant so that the system is water solid between 200*F
and 300*F in MODE 4, a loss of cooling could result in a potential overpres-
surization of the system and the reviewer is not aware of any evaluation of the
adequacy of the existing Low Temperature Overpressure Protection System to
accommodate that event. The licensee shall evaluate and propose.

T. S. Pace 3/4 4-5: COLD SHUTDOWN [ MODE 5') WITH LOOPS FILLED.
.

The current proposed T.S. provides:

3.4.1.4,1 At least one residual heat remcval (RHR) loop shall be OPERABLE and
in operationf, and eitheri

a. One additional RHR loop shall be OPERABLE #, or

b. The secondary side water level of at least two steam generators
~

shall be greater than 12%. t

The current FSAR requires two (2) OPERABLE RHR trains on two (2) redundant
electrical buses so that each pump receives power from a dif ferent source,
reference 20, Pages 5.5-24. In the event of Loss of Offsite Power, the pumps-

are automatically transferred _to a separate emergency diesel power supply.
Therefore; the current licensing basis is that 2 residual heat removal loops
shall 'be operable. The above provision for either an RHR loop or two steam
generators is therefore not in accordance with the Licensing Basis. The
proposed T.S. in this respect is also non-conservative as it would necessariiy
recuire S.G. temperatures greater than 212 F ( Atmos Press in SGs) which would
piace it outside the Cold Shutdown MODE into the Hot Snutdown MODE e which is
outside the required Functional MODE. ',<-

The T.S. requirement for one RHR loop in operation and one to be available
OPERABLE is currently not supportable by analysis evaluating the situation in
which all RHR cooling is lost in a water solid condition; reference our

|-

l
''~

'
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power f rom a different source; reference 20, pages 5.5-2'4, revision- 9. Without
this- requirement, the T.S. is less conservative than the FSAR and the licensee

", shall: evaluate and propose.

Additionallh, the current FSAR, reference 8, page Q 212-N, revision 25,
describes that_ in the event of loss of flow caused by isolation of the RHR/RCS

-

Isolation. valve [and also by cessation of flow in the system)

"The operator _ would be alerted to the loss of RHR flow by the RHR low
flow alarm.

.

Assuming worst case conditons (maximum 24_ hours decay heat, air in the
steam generator. tubes, and the RCS drained to just below the vessel
flange) and making conservative assumotions about the amount of water
avaihble to heat up and boil off, if the operator took no action, boiling
would begin in about five minutes, the water-level in the vessel would be-
down to the level of fuel in about 100 minutes, and the pressure would.

.

increase to 550 psi in about 40 rinutes -(the pressure rise could be
_

'

limited to about 550 psi by opening the pressurizer poweCoperated relief-
valves)." ,,

~In the event.~only 1 RHR loop is required to be in operation,the LC sho'uld
therefore require 2 operable Safety Related RHR. flow alarms on each single

= operating .RHR system so: that;the operator can respond within 10 mins to com--
mence operation of. the redundant system. However, this time frame is exces-
sive:since boiling will: have commenced. It is necessary to maintain two .

operating RHR systems so that -boiling may be eliminated- on single f ailure.
The licensee shall evaluate and propose.

LAdditionally, the above -information defines an LCO of a minimum volume of water
: for the related event in which the RCS is drained to just below'the Reactor
' essei flar.ges and wnich minimum _voicme shail be inclucec in the T.S. as an LCO.

:with appropriate surveillance and Action Starements. A further T.S. require-
ment is that any such min- volume 'should be such :that = the :1evel of- water -in -or

:above the RCS loops be such- as to provide-acceptable- flow, including NPSH
conditions,- .over the- range :of temperatures expected, at -inlet to the RHR pumps. -

Absent those required conditions from the Limiting Conditions of operation
-makes= them non-conservative in respect to the Licensing Basis. The licensee
shall evaluate' and propose.

. Concerning Action . item _-b. , - this provides that
,

b. With no RHR loop in operation, suspend all operations involving a reduction
in boron concentration of; the Reactor Coolant- System and immediately
initiate corrective' ACTION to return the required RHR loop to operation.

Further: In the event that RHR cooling cannet be restored in " sufficient"
time, the FSAR states that, in the event of loss of flow caused by the single
RCS/RHR motorized valve: ',

"To _ restore core cooling, the operator would first attempt to fill' and
pressurize the reactor coolant system with the centrifugal charging
pumps. If the system can be pressurized to the range of 400-500 psi, the

_

'
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;Thef safety basis _ for this was established in the FSAR, as indicated in earlier I

sections, and the need for safety -related redundancy arises to ensure RCS ;
integrity to-Safety _ Related Criteria as discussed 'above. The current T.S. is

.non-conse n ative with respect to-the Licensing Basis.
.

L S. SECTION 3/4.4.2 -SAFETY VALVES

S_HUTDOWN (MODES 4 and 5).

The T.S.-requires that: _

. . i

'"3.4.2.1 A minimum of one pressurizer-Code safety valve shall be OPERABLE ;

with a lif t . Setting of' 2485 psig t 1%.* -

-APPLICABILITY: MODES 4 and 5.

'kCTION:
|

- With no ' pressurizer Code safety valve OPERABLE, immediately suspend all
-operations involving positive reactivity. changes and place an OPERABLE RHR
loop into' operation in the shutcoWn cooling MODE."

, .

Reference our review comments and requirements under T.S. 3/4.4.2. SAFETY
VALVES, . OPERATING Which are also- applicable to this section. The current T.S.
must be~ considered nonconservative with respect tc the Licensing Basis. :The
. Licensee sna11 evaluate and pnopose.

:The' Action statement is based (ref erence- T. S..-- page B . 3/4.4-2) on the premise
that:INOPERABILITY:of the Safety Valve in Modes-4-and 5 needs to be offset by
operability!of pressure relief-' valves in the--RHR systems. This is not the-
safety basis for Action.: ;The safety basis is, that the Reactor Cociant Pres-

. sure Boundary 'has been effectively rendered.-inoperable requiring the operator
,

to-proceed to i cold shutdown condition'with the_zero pressure _(gauge) in both *

, RCS| and. SG . systems, and related reactivity control- actions to' ensure that no'
.Preturn to nuclear power is possible. This'needs to be'done in a manner- -

cons'istent with the nature of inoperability =of the . Safety Valve. The current' l
'

T.S. :is' nonconservative with respect to- the Licensing Basis; the licensee shall
evaluate and propose.

Further,7McGuire Units 1 and 2 do not use RHR overprassure protection -of the
RCS as the plant utilizes /two available PORVs on the pressurizer, reset.to;-

= 400 psig (reference review under T.S. Page'3/4 4-36) in the primary coolant
.

system.- In this respect, the proposed action statement is non-conservative
and-contrary to the' Licensing Basis. The licensee shall evaluate and.-propose.

.

-

;

The Surveillance Requirements should contain the minimum discharge capacity
recuired of this valve as defined in the' Licensing Basis. They should diso
ensure the maintenance of satisf actcryf environmental conditions consis, tent
with reliable valve' operability. -The licensee shall evaluate and propose.-

.

<-
- 4
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- measurable parameters "in operation" to ascertain the tatus of the valve so
that acceptable: measures can be taken.

The safety basis for the concern rests not only in the previous position
'adcressed above, but also, that in the event of f ailure of control grade " pres-.

sure control devices"'these valves will be challenged on the following occur-
rences 'within the Licensing Basis.

Startup of'_the Incetive Coolant Loop; reference 7 Figure 15.2.6-1,-

revision 4
,

=- ~ Loss of-Load Accident; ~ reference 7,- Figure 15.2,7-5, _ revision 38
.

Loss of Normal Feeawater; reference 7, page 15.2-26, revision 7, para.- 3.-

Main _ Feedwater. L:ni Break Accident, reference 7, Figure 15;4.2.7,..-

revision 38."

: ,

li

One: Locked. Rotor Event; reference 7, Figure 15.4.4-1, r'evision 32-

. - %
Safety Valve: Operation could -also occur on other overpres3Urization events if
same of. the - early reactor trips f ail to operate as expected. * '

'

'In this matter, 'the: T.S. is nonconserve.tive. with respect to Regulatory Require-
ments. - The -Lic'ensee shal_1 evaluate and propose. This could be a generic issue.

Surveillance . Requirements should reference _ the < documents - containing the _ record
of the Inservice Testing of the valves for inspection on a regular basis of
12 hours so _ that changing operating staff.are kept aware of a potentially
enanging status on a singularly critical item.

T.S. Section 3/4.4.3 -PRESSURIZER

T.S. PaceL3/4 4-9 .

The . APPLICABILITY MODES are- proposed as 1, I and 3.

~ Item: : Pressurizer Level:

;The response of. all the analyses of Condition:II, III and IV events: in: refer-
encesi7. and- 8- dependLupon an initial level of water in the Pressurizer which is

- programmed as _a varying value -dependent upon the Nuclear Power Level. Addi-
tionally, the; response of all Condition I events which determine the most
conservative set of parameters from which to start Condition II,. III and IV
e' vents _, are also so dependent upon this same programmed pressurizer level.

LSince therefore_ this pressurizer level is-used in establishing an acceptable a
outcome of these analyses-in terms of the issuance of the operating license,
they also represent limiting conditions of operation.as defined in 10'CFR 30.46.
On this basis therefore, the ' licensee should provide crtails of the prDgrammed. 1

-pressurizer level set points with allowable values consistent with the related
channel errors _ and Safety. Analysis. Limits used in the FSAR, Section 15 in-

reference'7. The licensee shall evaluate and propose.
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T(2) valves-to one ;(1) only valve,, the Regulatory Requirements are not. met and
the plant must proceed to.a cold shutdown- condition with fno potential for
. positive _ reactivity _ changes, within appropriate time frames.

'
'

-The' current 7.5. _ is nonconservative in respect to Regulatory Requirements..

The licensee shall evaluate and propose.

T. S. Section 3/4 4. 5 STEAM GENERATORS

T .- S . Paoe 3/4 4-11
-

a)- S.G. Levels

A number of the Accident Analyses in reference 7 depend upon an initial-level
:of water.in the Steam Generator. A specific example is the Main Feedwater
Line Rupture Event of Section 15.4.2.2.2 in which AFW auto-start signal on SG
aow-low' level occurs 20 secs are main feedline' rupture occurs; reference
related Table 15.4-1, page 1 of 4);

.

Since this , and other events,. depend _ upon- a " programmed" water level in the
steam generators for _an acceptable outcome in terms of the issuance of the
operating license,. these water levels also represent . limiting conditions of
operation inL respect of 10 CFR 30.46. Please provide _ details of such SG-
~1evels incl ~uding related Safety Analysis Limi* L, and resoond to the proposition
that such values-should be included as set Point values and Allowable values
in the' proposed T.S. as- Limiting Conditions of Operation for the f acility with
appropriate _ Action Statements. The proposed T.S. is nonconservative by _their -

-

absence.

b) KSteam_ Generator Pressures

Sincer Steam Generator. Pressures and related Saturation Tem:eratures under
normal steady state opration. cant be a significant determinant of system

1 responses for C'onditien II tnrough IV occurrences analyzed in the Licensing _c.

Basi's including:Section 15_of reference 7, and reference 8, please provide the4 ,

-? values used as _ Safety Analysis Limits in related analyses- and again respond to
the' proposition that such values should be included as Set Point. and Allowable

" values as Limiting Conditions of: Operation for _ the facility with appropriate
' Action Statements. The proposed T.S. is r onconservative with respect to the
1 Licensing: Basis, by their absence.

.

c); Please respond to the; proposition that this section should also adequately
'

identify the'' maximum allowable Steam Generator Pressure unoer Transient and.
Accident conditions with. appropriate Action Statements. Maximum SG pressure 1

Lis.one- of th'e Acceptance Criteria for safety. The current very limited basis
forL Steam Ganerator Pressure integrity is completely' inadequate. Please 1

clar'ify apparent discrepancy between -reference 4,- Table 5.5.2-1 in which the

steam side =desig'n pressure for'the Steam Generator is- given as 1285 psig and |
the -value _ quoted in the T.S. Basis Page B 3/4 7-1 at 1185 psig. -,

. 1

.The proposed T.S. is nonconservative with respect to the Licen.ing Basis, by I
.

this absence. .

|

I

; .1
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We fine no safety evaluation-in the Licensin; Basis for trie alternate
use of an RCS vent of greater than or equal to 4.5 square inches in the
proposed T.$, The licensee shall evaluate and propose.

.. -

-
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B) Between 1000 psig and 400 psig, a portion of the ECCS can be acteated
automatically (containment high pressure signel) or manually by the
operator. The equhment that can be energizec are two RHR pumps and
one charging pump. The operator would have to reinstitute power at
the motor control centers or 'switchgear ic the remaining safety)

'njection pumps, charging pump, and the eccumulator isolation valves.,

C) Below 400 psig, the system is in the RHR cooling r. ode. The RHR
system would have to be realigned as per plant sta.rtup procedure.
The operator would place all safeguards systems valves in the
required positions for plant operalion and place the safety injection,

~

centrifugal charging, and residual heat removal pumps along with 51
accumulator in ready and then manually actuate SI."

Jn response to additional questions, the following informbtion was provided'

under FSAR reference 8, page Q 212-61, revision 28, item 212.90(6.3);
page Q 212-61a, revision 28, pages Q 212-01b, revision 29 and Q 212-61c,
revi$ ion 29.

"In spite of the low probability of occurrence and the f act that certain failure
modes for pipe rupture do not exist during cooldown at an RCS pretsure .of
1000 psig, the following items have been incorporated into the station operatingprocedures:

1. At 100[0] psig, the operator will maintain pressure '.nc proceeed to
cool down the RCS to 425'F.

*

2. At 1000 psig and 425'F, the operator will close and lock out the
accumulator isolation valves.

.

The above plant operating procedures will ensure that the accumulator
isolation valves will not be lockeo out prior to about 2-1/2 hours af ter
reactor shutdown for a cooldown rate of 50'F/hr.

A conservative analysis has defined that the peak clad temperature
resulting f rom a large break t.0CA would be significantly less than the

' ' 2200*F Acceptance Criteria limit using the ECCS equipment available
2-1/2 hours af ter 7 actor shutdown.

The following assumptions were used in the analysis:

1. The RCS fluid is isothermal at a temperature of 425'F and a presure
of 1000 psig.

2. The core and metal sensible heat above 425*F has been removed.

3. The hot spot occurs at the core midplane.

4. The peak fuel hen ? generation during full power operation of.12,68 kW/f t|
(102% of 12.63 ku/ft) wi,11 be useo to calculate adiabatic heatup.

5. At 2-1/2 hours decay heat in conformance with Appendix K of 10 CFR 50,
the peak heat generation rate is 0.179 kW/ft.

:C
***
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6. Two low head safety injection pumps and one high head charging pump
are available f rom either manual Saf ety Injection actuation or
automatic actuation by the containtnent Hi 1 signal.

7. '$'o liquic 4ter it present in the reactor ve3se1 at 6re end of
~

blowoown.

8. A large cold leg break is considered.

For a postulated LOCA at the cooloown condition of 1000 psig, previous
calculations show that the clad does net heat up above its initial
temperature during blowdown. Proceeding from the end of blowdown and
assuming adiabatic heatup of the f uel and clad at the het spot, .an increase
of 446'F was calculated curing the lower pienum refill transient of 1
89 seconds. During reflood, the core and downtomer water levels rise
together until steam generation in the core becomes sufficient to inhibite

the reflooding rate. At that time, heat transfer from the clad at the.-

hot spot to the steam boiloff and entrained water will commence. This
heat removal process will continue as the water level irt..the core rises
while the downcomer is being filled with safety injection water, The
reflood tr3nsient was evaluated by considering two bounding cases:

o' .

1. Downcomer and core levels rise at the same rate. No cooling due to
steam boiloff is considered at the het spot. Quenching of the hot
spot occurs when the core water level reaches the core midplanc.

2. Core reflooding is delayed until the S1 pumps have completely filled
the downcomer. No cooling due to steam boiloff is considered at the
hot spot until the downcomer is filled. The full downcomer situation
may then be mmpared with the results of the ECCS analysis in the
SAR to obtait a bounding clad terroerature rise thereafter.

For Case 1. described above, the water level reached the core midplane
43.2 seconds after bottom of core recovery. The tempe-ature rise during
reflood at the hot spot f rom adiabatic heatup is 216'F, which resuhs ine

a peak clad temperature of approximately 1086 F.

For Case 2, the delay due to downcomer filling is 54.4 sec. The corres-
pending temperature rise at the hot spot form adiabatic heatup is 272*F,
which gives a hot spot clad temperature of 1143'F.

,

The clad temperatures at the time when the downcomer has filled for the
DECLG, CD = 0.6 submitted to sr.tisfy 10 CFR 50.46 requirements are 1620'F

*and 1774*F at the 6.0 and 9.0 foot elevations, respectively.

Core flooding in the shutdown case under consideration will be more
rapid from this point on due to less steam generation at the lower core
power icvel in ef f ect; decay heat input at any given elevation is less 4.
the shutdown case. The combination of more rapid reflooding and'1c*er.

power in the fuel insures that the clad temperature rise during reflood
will be less for the shutdown case than fer the design basis case,

or3/01/84 BS Revision A
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Utilizing the preceding approach, the time ca*,culated to just initiate an
uncovery of the core is 13 minutes. The conclusion is that even for the
conservative method outlined above, there exists adequatt margin to
retain.a safe core condition even in relation to a ten ninute operator-
response nime assumption."

These operator requirements are verified, in general, by reference 12, SER
Supplement 2 page 6.6-6.8 under " Emergency Core Cooling System - Performance
Evaluation," and pages 7-1 and 7-2 undtr " Upper Head Injection Isolation
Valves."

Additionally, the status of the ECCS systems from entry into the RHR MDDE
through cooldown, i.81. , f rom 425 psig/350 F through MODE 5 is clarified by the
following extract from ref erence 11, Suppl. SER No 1, pages 5-1 and 5-2 which
confirms continuf ace of the alignment at the end of MDDE 3 425 psig/350*F
t,hrough both MODES 4 and 5.

"5.2.2 Overoressure Pretection

In the Safety Evaluation Report we indicated a concern about the possibility
of reactor vessel camage as a result of overpressuri:ation when the reactor
coolant system is water-solid curing startup and shutdown. We have reviewed
the applicant's system for overpressure protection when the reactor coolant
system is water-solid. It consists of two separate trains each containing a
power-operated relief valve set to open when the system pressure reaches
400 pounds per square inch gauge should an overpressure event occur. E6ch
train contains an annunciator which sounds to alert the operator when plant
conditions require enabling of the water-colid overpressure protection system;
enabling is performed manually, by turning key lock svitch. The system is
automatically disablec when plant conditions no longer require it; an annuciator
sounds to indicate the system is nc longer needed so that the cperator may
turn tne key-lock to cisable the system until neeoed. In ac::ition, each train
centains an annuciator which sounds when the power-operated relief valve is
open, indicatirig an overpressure transient is in process.

Each power-operated relief valve is supplied with nitrogen from the cold leg
accumulators. No operator action is required in the event of a transient.
The operator isolates the upper head injection system, the cold leg accumulators,
the safety injection pumps and one centrifugal charging pump before the reactor
coolant system.is cooled to 300 degrees Fahrenheit; only the remaidng centrif-
ugal charging pump could cause an overpressure transient as a result of inadver-
tent start with concomitant mass acdition. The only other overpressure event
would result from an inaevertent main coolant pump start with the coolant in
the secondary side of the steam generator hotter than that in the reactor
coolant system. The applicant has shown that in neither case was 10 CFR Part 50,
Appendix G limit reached. For the latter case (that for ~.ain coolant pump
inaovertent start), the applicant assumed that the temperature of the fluid in
the steam generator would exceed that in the reactor coolant system by no j
greater than 50 degrees Fahrenheit.

,

'

The staff requires that the technical specificetions require that the reactor
coolant system may not be cooled to temperatures lower than 300 degrees Fahren-
heit without the overpressure protection system enabled, and unless both

C l
-
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and T.S. temperature constraints, would pemit an RCS th of 557*F. The only '

available analysis in the Licensing Basis, see earlier under " General," shows
that cooling oown to' [1000 psid/425'F is necessary to reduce the thennal burdent
on the ECCS so that the reduced ECCS capability can mitigate the consequences
of e LOCA to 10 CFR 50.46 requirements; reference 8, pages Q 212-61, revision 28:and Q 212-61a, revision 28.

The current T.S. is therefore non-conservative intnis matter, and the licensee must evaluate and propose. Note; the " Footnote *Pressurizer Pressure above 2000 psig" also needs amendment.

Item: 3. 5.1.1. d. .

_ ,,,

Nitrogen cover pressure is quoted at between 400 and 454 psig. The Licensing
Basis FSAR, reference 4, page 1 of 5 revision 39 in Table 6.3.2-1 specifies a.

normal operating pressure of 427 psig. Making an allowance for channel error
and drif t should r,ot this value be a higher set point of approx. 450 psig. The
specified set point values proposed in the T.S. of 400 to 454 psig can therefore;; 'give actual values which are lower than in the Licensing Basis FSAR and be
non-conservative. The Licensee shall evaluate and propose, y,
Item 3.5.1.1.f Proposed '

, ,

The NRC proposes that'an additional item limiting the range of act al water
^

temperature in the accumulator between 60-150*F in accordance with Licensing
Basis FSAR reference 29, Table 6.3.2-1 is necessary to confirm Safety Analysis
Limits for this accumulator. Its absence from the proposed T.S. renders it
notentially non-conservative. Further Item 4.5.1.1.1.a. concerning verifica-

,

tion parameters-should include Temp'erature of Accumi.nator Water; The licenseeshall evaluate and propose.

ACTION Items a and b require HOT SHUTDOWN ger.erally, except for closed isolation
valves, This may be too-conservative _- the licensee should review specific
cases identified under 3.5.1.1.a f and cecide whether HDT SHUTDOWN is.necessary
instead of to 1000 psig/425'F. Further, is there any conservative direction of

. - the error-which may minimize his need to suspend operations at power, or allow
him to operate at reduced levels. This licensee proposal may be unecessarily
conservative. The licensee may evaluate and propose.,

Item .4.5.1.1.c requires that "once per 31 days when the RCS pressure is above
2000 psig,-it-is verified that power to the isolation valve on the Cold Leg-4 .

.

Injection Accumulator-is disconnected. What.is the safety basis for this'

action, and where is it discussed in the Licensing Basis FSAR.

Item 4.5.1.1'.1.d.1 requires that

"At least once per 18 months verify that each accumulator isolation valvt opens
automatically under each of the follNing conditions:

i 1) When an actual or a-simulated RCS pressure signal exceedt the, P-11
(Pressurizer Pressure Block of Safety Injection) Setpnint," ._

We.are not aware that this actually occurs; the licensee f. hall review and
advise of the related details within the FSAR on other licensing basis records.
This action is not described in,FSAR reference 7, under Table 7.3.1-3 (1 of 2)

|
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I tem 3. 5.1. 2. d: Proposeci. "

It is proposed that an additional item limiting the range of actual wateri

temperatures in the accumulator to between 70 and 100*F in accordance with
ref erence '29, Page (1 of E), revision 29, in Table 0.3.2.1 is necessary to

;

confirm the Safety Analysis Limits for the UHI Accumulator. It is also pro-
posed that it be added as an additional surveillance element to item 4.5.1.2.a.
Its absence from the proposed 7.5. renders it potentially non-conservative withj respect to the Licensing Basis. The licensee shall evaluate and propose.

Action Items a & b recuire HOT STANDBY, genfrally, except for closed isolationvalves, followed by HOT SHUTDOWN. This may be too conservative - the licensee
should review specifically each of the Operability items b, e and proposed y
and decide whether HOT STANDBY leading ultimately to HOT SHUTDOWN is necessary.
Further, he should assess if either boundary value, upper or lower, can be '

conservative, and by now much, and evaluate whether he should take an ACTION
STATEMENT under " conservative" conditions. The licensee rnay evaluate andpropose.

The licensee shall verify that the relief valve set point on khe Accumulator
.

is included in the In Service Testing Program at the facility,
s .

T.S. Section 3/4.5.1.b (Proposed)

An additional T.S. ii.em is proposed that provides specifically for the f act
that " UPPER HEAD INJECTION SYSTEH ISOLATION VALVES" at APPLICABLE CONDITIONS
of MODE 3 (< 1900 psig and > 425*F), MODE 4 and MODE 5, would have a " LIMITING
CONDITION 07 OPERATION" providing that "Each upper head injection system isola-
tion valve" is closed and gagged. The UHI hydraulic pump and the gag motors

j for the UHI isolation values are de-energiced and tagged. Appropriate Action
Statements and Surveillance Pren edures would be provided. This in accorcance.citn the LCOs of the Licensing Easis FSAR as ceberibec in earlier items
T. S. 3/4.5, " GENERAL" and T.S. 3/4.5.1 of this review.

Absence of this specific provision makes the current T.S. non-consersative witpr_erpect to the Licensing Basis. The licensee shall evaluate and propose. /
u y

Tss. Section 3/4. 5. 2 ECC SUBSYSTEMS -Tavo 1 350*F
N

The t1*1e should be amend.ed to read as:

ECCS SUBSYSi'.S - PRESSURIZER PRESSURE > 100 sig/RCS Tavg3425'Fr

The Operability re wirements of 2 fu . rains of ECCS equipment remains
unchanged.

Absence of the pressure /ter; 3 ture condition in the proposed T.S. is not in
accordance with Safety falysi its. Its absence permits high pressure pump
operation at lower .essures and tempratures with potential infringement of
related safety teria. Related safet. riteria have not been well o'efined,or docketed ut are apparently considerati (s of Low Temperature Overpressure,

i Protecti f the RCS under these and related Ar4 dent circumstances includingi
| inadvey nt operation of ECCS pumps. This diversibn from the Safety Analysis

:
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Item 2. 5.1. 2. c: Proposec.

It is proposed that an aceitional item limiting the rangt ef actual water
temperatures in the accumulator to between 70 anc 100*F it accordance with
reference 25. Page (1 cf 5), revision 35, in iable 0.2.2.' is necessary te.

confirm the Saf ety Analysis Limits for ne UKI Accumulater. h is aise pro-
posec that it be accec as an aeditional survei'llance element to item 4.5.1.2.a.
Its absence f rom the proposed T.S. renders it potentially non-conservative wi*h
respect to the Licensing Basis. The licensee shali evaluate and propose.

Action Items a & b recuire HDT STANDD , geneYally, except f or closed isolation
valves , f ollowed by HDT SHUTDOWN. This may be too conse*vative - the licensee
shouic review specifically each of the Operability items b, e and proposed d,
and oeciot whether HOT STANDBY leacing ultimately to HOT SHUTDOWN is necessary.
Further, he should assess 11 either boundary value, upper or lower, can be
conservative, and by how rnuch, and evaluate whether he should take an ACTION
5TATEMENT under " conservative" conditions. The licensee may evaluate and
propose.

8

The licensee shall verify that the relief valve set point on the Accumulator
is ine'iucec in the In Service Testin; Program at the f acilhy. ,

T. S. Section 3/4. 5.1. b (Proposed)

An additional T.S. item is, proposee that provides specifically f or the f act
that " UPPER HEAD INJECTION SYSTEM ISOLATION VALVES'' at APPLICABLE CONDITIONS

< 1900 psig and > 425'F), MODE 4 and MODE 5, would have a " LIMITING
of MODE 3 (T OPERATION" provicing that "Each upper head injection system isola-CONDITION O
tion valve" is closee and gagged. The UHI hydraulic pump and the gag motors
for the UHI isolation values are ce-energi:ec anc taggec. Appropriate Action
Statements and surveillance Drotecures wouic be provicec. This in accordance

.tn the LCOs of the Licensing Easis FSAR as cescribec in earlier items
T. S. 3/4. 5, " GENERAL" anc T. S. 3/4. 5.1 of this review.

Absence of this specific provision makes the current T.S. non-conservative with
respect to the Licensing Basis. The licensee"shall evaluate and propose.

T. S. Section 3/4.5.2 ECC SUB5YSTEMS Tave 1350*F

The title should be amended to read as:,,

ECCS SUBSYSTEMS - PRESSURIZER PRESSURE > 1000 psig/RCS Tasgg.25'F

The Operability requirements of 2 full trains of ECCS ecuipment remains
unchanged.

Absence of the pressure / temperature concition in the prccesed T.S. is not in
accorcance with saf ety Analysis Limits. h5 absence per..its high pressure pum0-

operation at lower pressures ano temperatures with potentini inf ringernent of
related safety criteria. Related saf ety criteria have net been well defined,
or docketed, but are apparently consicerations of Low Tercerature Overpressure
Protection of the RC5 under these and relatec Accident circumstances including
inadvertent operation of ECCS pumps. This diversion from the Safety Analysis

-
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RCS pressures" of 2485 psig under these circumstances. Also the proposed i $,
alignment eliminates saf ety injection and charging pump capacity. There it ns
available. evaluation of the capability of the reeucee ECCS systen to satisf ac-
torily mit'igate the consequences of a Smali Ereet cr Large 5reak LOCA from
2485 psig/350*F as is provicee f or the values of 42! psig/350'F within tne
Licensing Basis as cescribed earlier uncer T.S. 3/4.5 Item: GENERAL. Our
evaluation is that the absence of this pressure concition is non-conservative,
and especially with respect to the Safety Analysis Limits of the Licensing
Basis. The Licensee snali evaluate and propose.

The proposed limit at COLD SHUTDOWN MODE 5 is conditioned by the f act that
Ref ueling is a concition of a ventec vessel with Reactor Vessel bults unten-
sioned, and non-ECCS alignments are preposed to ceai with relatec events.
Reference 8 pages Q212-56 revision 25 under the Titles of Case a and Case 2 and
page Q 212-57, revision 25, under the Title of Case 3. Overpressure Protection

.also, which is a principal determinant of alignment, also ceases with unten-
sioning the Reactor Vessel bolts for refueling.

The proposed T.S. under this hetion requires a minimum of one only ECCS
subsystem comprising -

,

a. One Operable Centrifugal Charp ng Pump (CCP)

b. One Operable RHR Heat Exchanger

c. One Operable RHR Pump

d. An Operable Flow Path

There are no Safety Analyses or Evaluations of one only ECCS subsystem allowing
for a single active f ailure in one only train. This crecosition is therefore
non-conservative with respect to the Licensjng Basis FSAR. The Licensee shall
evaluate and propose.

This T.S. does not dise. low the additional CCP and 2 Safety Injection Pumps
(SIPS) from 350 F down to 300'. This again is non-conservative with respect
to the LCOs of the Licensing Basis FSAR which a11ews only one (1) CCP, and the
remainder i.e. , one (1) CCP and any other reciprocating charging pump and 2 SIPS
are to be electrically isolated against inadvertent coeration. This proposed
T.S. is again non-conservative in respect of overpressure protection when com-
pared with the current Licensing Basis, The licensee shall evtluate and e

propose.

The proposed T.S. allows one (1) CCP anc one (1) SIP whenever the RCS temp is
less tnan 300 F. The LCO of the Licensing Easis FSAR allows only one (1) CCP
because of OVEPRESSURE PROTECTION: reference earlier information uncer earlier
T.S. Section 3/4.5. Iten' " General" The precosed i.5. is inerefore
non-conservati se with respec*, to * ne Licensing Basis. The licensee shall
evaluate anc propose. ',

The LCOs of the Licensing Basis FSAR reovire the same operability of ECCS
equipment as is required f or TS 3/4 S.2A Proposed. So that in adoition to:

[ l
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additional provision be made in the RWST. The licensee'may evaluate and
, - propose.
;

j i S. Section 3/4. 5. 5 RErVELING WATER STORAGE TANK. .

[ Item: APPLICABLITY MODES 1, 1, 3, 4.

; The current MODES 1, 2, 3 ene 4 which includes an LCO for 372,100 ge11ons must
i- be extended to MODE 5 and MODE 6 (limited) to meet the FSAR requirements in
j reference 8, pages Q 212-57 and $8, revision 25, item: Case 3: (when] Thej. RCS is depressuri:ec and vented with the air ~in the steam generator tubes, with
| the reactor vessel head on, and tensioned - and later with open relief paths
i between the head and. the reactor vessel cavity and refueling canal. The single
! - f ailure.of an RHA/RCS Isolation valve is resolved by the expected Operability of

,

j the RWST providing $ . hours of injection flow. The recovery description also-

i means that the RW5T must be available in MODE 6 until the vessel head is removed <

'and the refueling canal is filled to its specified level. It must also be
'

available at termination of core alterations - in Mode 6, when' drainage of the
L ref weling canal commences until the Reactor Vessel Head is .tehsioned, when the ,

i- RCS then moves into MODE 5. The proposed 7.5. is non-conservative.with respect
!. to the_ Licensing Basis. The licensee shall evaluate and propose 3

|
,

'

i Action Statement: The proposed ACTION should be modified [ >3 as follows:
I
'

With the RWST Inoperable,_ restore the tank to OPERABLE status within I hour, or
be in at least HOT _ STANDBY [and borated to a boron concentration which will4

L give a shut down margin of 1% delta k/k at 200*F and a minimum of 2000 ppm) '

j_ - within-(the next) 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.
4

The Licensing Basis TSAR requires Safety Injection of 2000 ppm Boron to mitigate .

j' the nuclear; power- conseosences of any accioents which may initiate during this
'

perioc; if. the RWST is. not-available, then Boron Concentration.in the RCS should
- ' be-increased teethe level required to mitigste any potential return of nuclear

power, =The pr6 posed T.S. appears nonconservative.4

.

i The. licensee shall evaluate and propose and in so doing he should evaluate each.
|. of'the Operability' requirements separately to determine if COLD SHUTDOWN is.

required for each INOPERABILITY REQUIREMENT, or whether alternate mitigating:

h Actions are possible..

,

|

,

m

,

,

,
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to be in cold shutoown in the event of f aiivre, there of, we must consider thei

proposed T.S. non-conservative, The Licensee snell evaluatt and propose.'
.

T.S. Pace 3/4 7+4: AUXILIARY FE!DWATER SYSTEMS

Item: APPLICABILITY MODES 1, 2 and 3 in the proposed 7.5. shou'it be expanced to
MODES 4 and 5 in accordance with our review under Table 3.5-S ESFAS INSTRUMEN-; TATION, Items ? a, b, c, c, e, and f. The conclusions from that review

,

'are:
The proposed T.S. items are generally non-conservative with resoec* to the: Licensing Basis. The licensee shall evalufIe and propose.

"

Item 3.7.1.2.b.
The licensee has celeted DPERAEILITT reevirements for the

Steam-Turbine criven auxiliary f eetkater pump at steam pressures of less than900 psig. This is not in accord with current Accident Analyset and nc justifi-cation has been provided: Reference 15, Recommentetion GL-2, requires the
Steam-Turbine APW pump in the event cf complete loss of AC power for a periodof 2 hrs and beyond. This will reogire operability down to the lowest pres-,

I

sures for which the Turbine is provioed 45 cescribed in reference 22,
Table 10.4.'i-6 where the range of coerating pressures provided for. is f rom
110 psig to 1205 psig. This will also provide for coerebilty cown.to and

|

,

including MDDES 4 (and avaiiabiilty f rom MDDE 5) te cover licensing reevire- '

ments discussed elsewhere under Table 3.3-S, ESFAS INSTRUMENTATION, Items 7a
through f.

We note two principal features relating to the service conditions of the Turbine
Driven Feedwater Pumps:

They are supplied with steam f rom two steam generators f rom maina.
/ steam lines after the flow restriction orifices at outlets from theSteam Generators,

b~ Theypould normally be expected to perform early in the transient
enc ' continue to f unction to cesign flow requirements throughout the
Occurrence. .

The licensee should explain how the proposec TS ensures that the Turbine Driven
pump maintains its flow performance recuired by Accident Analysis when steam
line pressures could drop substantially below the Steam Generator Pressures due
to presence of the SG flow restrictions and until main steam isolation valves
are isoleted on steam line pressure of less than 565 psig (< provides for
channel drift and errors)',

The licensee shall evaluate the above comments and propose technical specifi-
cations Which will ensure operadility of the Turbine-Driven AFW Pump over the
range of conditions expected frem Design Easis Accioent Analysis, and other

| 1ess bouncing events, cown to and includin; MDOE a es discussed in the Licensing'

Basis.
.

In his evaluation, the licensee sh vic acvise if Item le of Table 3.5-S ESFAS'

| INSTRUMENTATION, Steam Line-Pressurt Low is derived from steam line sensors and
i af ter the SG orifices, or if it is taken f rom pressure sensors on the Steam
I Generator. The licensee should then advise what has been used in assessing
| Steam Generator Pressure Response and Turbine Driven APW pump response in the
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APPLICABILITY MODES proposed are 1, 2 and 3, with lesser vol'umes required in
MODES 4 and 5.

ACTION STATEMENT should include a provision that, with the condensate storage
tank inoperable, within 4 hours either

a. Restore the CST to OPERABLE status or be in at least HOT STANDSY
within the next 6 hours and in HOT SHLfTDOWN within the following
6 hours, or

Demonstrate the OPERABILITY of theluclear Service Water System and
Standby Nuclear Source Water Pond (alternate water source) as a
backup supply, and align to the auxiliary feedwater pumps, and restore ,

,

the condensate storage tank to OPERABLE status withi_n 7 days, or be
in at least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours and in HOT 3Hlf7DOWN
within the- following 6 hours.

.
.

. .,

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS should include j
'

a. The condensate storage tank system shall be demonstrated OPERABLE at
least_ once per 12 hours by appropriate measures when the tank isy
the supply source for the auxiliary feedwater pumps. .

b.- The Nucleer Service Water System and Standby Nuclear Source Water
Pond sha11Lbe demonstrated OPERABLE at least once per 12 hours by
appropriate measures.

. . .. .
,

,

Additionally', an evaluation of and provision will need to be made. concerning
potential loss' of AFW: supplies during loss of suction and change-over to

/ alternate AFW sources.

The' safety basis for: these requirements are

Our [arlier review under TS. Table 3.3-5 Items 7a and 7b show that 'a.
whereas all safety evaluations involving AFW supply have assumed a
Safety Analysis Limit of 61 sec. response time, this is_ only available

t from nonsafety related water sources. Further, that the safety;
releted supply'from the Nuclear Service Water Pond may take:an_ extra
15 secs which is. substantially non-conservative in resp ~ect of the-
related safetyLanalysis..

L .. -

Therefore, atJthis time, until the licensee has evaluated our concerns and made#

acceptable proposals,. the NRC will require technical: specifications on this
.nont safety-related water storage of the above ' nature. -_-The proposed T_.S._ are
:no'nconservative with respect to Regulatory Requirements. The licensee shall
evaluate and propose. '

T.S. Pace 3/4 7-8: MAIN STEAM ISOLATION VALVES

Item'3.7.1.4. The- proposed T.S. provides that: "each main -steam line .
isolation valve-(MSLIV) shall be OPERABLE with APPLICABILITY MODES 1, 2,-

and- 3. :

-

-

hC fnNf 0t. OC Dav5 Ann-L
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to the SG PokVs is contrary to Regulatory Requirements Jhich have been excluded
f rom the Licensing Basis. The Licensee shall evaluate and propose.

T. S. Section 3/4.7. 3: COMPONENT COOLING WATER SYSTEM

The proposed T.S. requires that:

3.7.3 At least two independent component cooling water loops shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABI LITY: MODE: 1,2,3,4
?

,

ACTION:

With only one component cooling water loop OPERABLE, restore at least two
loops to OPERABLE Status within 72 hours or be in at least HOT STANDBY within
the next 6 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours.

.

The SER for the plant under reference 10, summari:es the following Licensing
,

Basis for the Component Cooling System: -

9.2.4 Component Cooline System

The component cooling system provides cooling water to selected nuclear
auxiliary components during normal plant operation and cooling water to
saf t.ty-related systems during postulated accidents.

The component cooling system is designed to: (1) remove residual and
sensible heat from the ieactor coolant system via the residual heat
removal system during shutdown; (2) cool the letdown flow to the chemical *
and volume control system during power operation; (3) cool the spent fueli

pool water; and (4) provide cooling to dissipate waste heat from various
pr: mary station components curing normal operation and postulatec accident
condi ti ons., Active system components necessary f or safe plant shutdown
are designed to include at least 100 percent redundancy. The component
cooling water for each unit includes two component cooling heat exchangers,
four component cooling pumps and a split volume component cooling surge
tank. Two pumps and .o'ne heat exchanger per unit provide the necessary
cooling water for normal operation, cooldown, refueling, and postulated
accidents. The remaining pumps and heat exchangers serve as standby. An
assured supply of makeup is provided 'from the nuclear service water
system to each redundant loop.

The component cooling water system is cesigned to seismic Category I
requirements, except for certain branches to non essential equipment.
The' component cooling water pumps are powered by redundant emergency
buses. The portion of the component cooling water system serving the
residual heat removal system meets the single f ailure criterion for
active components.

*

Based on our review, we concluce that the component cooling system design
is in conformance with the requirements of General Design Criterion 44

e |
|
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[ 'The Licensing Basis FSAR, reference 6, page 9.2 - 12
'

q,tevision ,39, itee .39,
provides f or an allowable maximum of 94* which . meets both maximum allowable '--;

i temperatures f or all Saf ety helatec Components including NPSH requirements "~'
| (ref erence. 6, page 5.2-13, last para).

.

,

! An average water temperature of 70*F has oeen selected by RSE as a potentia'l
j cesign basis for Condition II, III and IV occurrences. .The licensee has pro-;

vided little information on the range of AFW temperatures used in his 2nalysesi and the related sensitivity of results to AFV temperature variations. In the
i Major Rupture of A Main Feedline, reference 7, page 15.4 - 13, it is stated '

that a "relatively cold (120*F) AFW temperatcre was used (after purging the -3-

: feedwater lines)." " Excessive Heat Removal" analyses in reference 7 page: 15.2 - 29, uses a " conservatively low feecwater temperature of 70*F."i

L We note that reference 6, page 9.2-13, revision 29, item 8 discusses $ce"

formation on the sut f ace of the pond which would imply near. freezing temper-
atures for water supply.7,,At this time, we have no record of any. Safety4

Analysis being undertaken at such low inlet temperatures and on this basis we
,

;

must consider any such low value as non-conservative.'

-

The licensee will advise the range of AFW temperatures used in Condition II,'

III and IV events, their sensitivity to AFW temperature values, end from this
his bases .for setting any alternate values proposed to the water temperatures
in the standby nuclear service water pond. The proposed T$ maximum value of

'

78'F is conservative with respective to certain Accident Analyses; the lack of
a minimum temperature of 70*F including possible near-freezing temperatures,

: must be considered as nonconservative' in respect of certain events. The
Licensee shall evaluate and propose.

,,

APPLICABLE MODES: The system is required in all MODES 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, & 6 to,

handle heat rejection requirements as the ultimate heat sink. The licensees
prcDesal to limit this to MODES I, 2, 3_ anc' 4, is nonconservative with respect
to the Licensing Basis. The licensee shall evaluate and propqse,

n

Reference 6, page 9.2-13, revision 39, states that "In the event of solid
layer of ice" forms on the SNSWP, the operating train [of the Nuclear Service
Water [NSV)-system] is manually aligned to the SNSWP. The Licensee shall

-

provide the Safety Related reason for this action and advise if this operator
action conflicts with the Response Times proposed under Table 3.3-5. Given a
Safety Related reason, surveillance requirements ensuring this action should
be included under either T.S. Section 3/4.7 S NSWS or this particular T.S.
Section'3/4.7.5 STANDBY NSWP. Absent this surveillance requirement on a
Safety Related Issue, the proposed T.S. would be non-conservative. The Licensce'

shall_ evaluate and prepose.
_ _

~

.

'.
';. .
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Why are T.S.s not applied to the closure of these valves also. The proposed '

T.S. may be nonconservative with respect to the Licensing Easis. The licenseeshall evaluate and propose.

We also note an apparent non conservative ciscrepanc.s between the basis for
the specified reactivity condition of "a k of 0.9f or less" without any
specification of the position of movable ckrol assemblies. We also not'e the
need to add, according to reference 7, page 15.2-14, revision 10, that the
boron concentration is to give a shutdown margin of at leest 5 per cent delti k
with all the rod cluster control assemblies out. The aeditional requirement
uncerlined shoulc be a part of tne LCO f or inis T.S. item. Without this pro-
vision in the proposed T.S, it could be interpreted as non-conservative in
respect of the Safety Analysis limits for the plant. The licensee shall
evaluate and propose.

.. .

In the Licensing Basis F5AR ref erence B, page Q 212-24, item 212.57, it is
' required that'the reactor makeup water pumps shall be removed f rom the loads
supplied by the emergency power supplies. This is to prevent inadvertent boron
dilution during certain Occurrences in which electrical loaos are disconnected
from, and returned to, the Emergency Buses. Provision should be made so that
at the end of refueling, before start-up, a surveillance procedure will confirm
that this Licensing Basis FSAR reovirement continues to be met. Absence of
confirmation of this LCO is a non-conservative condition; the licensee shall
evaluate and propose.

T.S. Item 3/4 9.8 RESIDUAL HEAT REMOVAL AND COOLANT C]RCULATION: HIGH WATER
LEVEL

The LCO provides that:

3.9.8.1 At least one residual heat removal (RHR) loop shall be OPERABLE and
in operation.*

The Licensing basis, reference 20, Page 5.5-23, under Refueling, and
page 5.5-24 under 5.5.7.3.1, System Availability and Reliability, last paragraph,
shows the licensing of the RHR system is never based on only one RHR system
being operable. Two are c1 ways to be available. This proposal is therefore
outside the LCO for the FSAR in a non-conservative manner. The Licensee shall
evaluate and propose

In his Basis, on T.S. Page 3/4 9-2, last para. , the licensee has proposed that:

"With the reactor vessel head removed and 23 feet of water above the
reactor vessel flange, a large neat sink is available for core cooling.
Thus, in the event of a f ailure of the operating RHR loop, adequate time
is provided to initiate emergency proteoures to cool the core."

In the FSAR, reference 5, page Q 212-56 uncer Case 2, it has been estimated
that on loss of all RHR Cooling due to a f ail closed RHR/RCS isolation, valve,
it will take 2\ hours for the available water inventory to boil. In that case,
a number of alternates are proposed te resolve the situation and almost
invariably, electric power is required, and in most cases the RHR equipment is
used. If the basis for the licensee's request here is to enable him to operate

s
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Review of available responses to the consecuences'' oY,' 1
*

...

. . . . . . . . . . . . .

aifail' closed RCR/RHR W
.

'

isolation valve, incluce many procedures using the containment sump. To allow
for this single f ailure contingency, the licensee should therefore ensure that
the containment sump vill be operable curing this mode, and with an appropriate i

surveillance procedure. There should tist be provision for available fire
pumps and necessary hoses to be assuredly available to enabh use of the -

alternate procedures which have been described in reference 8, pages Q 212-56 land 57, revision 25. The current 7.5 must be considered non-conservative. |The licensee shall evaluate and propose. '

)

'T/5 Pace-3/4 9-12 REFUELING OPERATIONS
,

The subtitle should read as 3/4.9.9 HIGH WATER LEVEL

Clarify by addition ofdhe term HIGH - - n ;" #
. 1 [ '. , ; , ,",

'T/5 Pace 3/4 9-U REFUELING DPERAT. IONS LOW ATER (dVEL'E" 'f*
~

'-

,

ApPLICABI LITY: MODE 6 when the water level above the top-of the reactor
vessel flange is less than 23 feet. - *

. . . . ,
,

GENERAL REVIEW: Whereas the existing FSAR under reference 20, 'pege 5.172
discusses Refueling, it does not provice for a sustained period of normal
operations unoer these Low Water Level conditions. The FSAR provides that:

"Refuelino
.

Before removing the reactor vessel head for refueling, the system
temperature has been reduced to 140*F or less and hydrogen and fission
product levels have been reduced. TM Reactor Coolent System is then,

drained until the water level is below the reactor vessel flanga. The
vessel head is then raised as the refueling canal is flooced. Upon
completion.of refueling, the system is refilled for startup."

Furthermore, we find that the FSAR analyses of the single failu're of the
RHR/RCS isolation valve is not predicated upon operations at " Low Water Level"
so that no specific a'nalyses and/or protective actions have not been developed
for these circumstances. However analyses have been undertaken for the water

.

inventories and temperatures in the RCS system that might apply under those
'

conditions. Presumably therefore, the "0PERATING MODE - LOW LEVEL" is a long
term changing condition following Cold Shutoown, with loops drained and bolts
tensioned changir:g to bolts untensioned and removal of the head, as concomitant
flooding of the reactor vessel cavity continues. At this time therefee,
we cannot presume that the consequences of the case of single f ailure of the
RHR/Rr isolation valve used as Case 3 in FSAR reference 6, page Q21-57, does
not aiso apply under this MODE. We will use these consequences to evaluate.

Further, since this is effectively a long term changing condition, in the FSAR,
it is not acceptable to allow some of the provisions requested such as,one
hour for the performance of CORE ALTERATIONS--which by T.S 3/4 9.9 are only
permissible under that specification with at least 23 feet of water over the
reactor vessel flange.

-
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Footnote *: provides that, S
.

"* Prior to initial criticality the RHR loop may be removed f rom opera-
tion for up to I hour per S hout period during the performance of CORE
ALTERATIONS in the vicinity of the reactor vessel hot legs." '

This is an invalid request as all CORE ALTERATIONS are only permissible under
TS 3/4 S.9 HIGH WATER LEVEL - REACTOR VES5EL. This is a non-conservative T.S
proposal. The Licensee shall propose and evaluate.

Item 4.9.8.2, a surveillance requirement, specifies: -

"At least one RHR loop shall be verified in operation and circulating
reactor coolant at a _ flow rate of greater than or equal to 3000 ppm.at
least once per 12 hours,"

%' time _ delay of.12 hours is excessive to verify a loop in operation, and this
has been considered earlier in this section. ,

v
Further, the surveillance requirement, every 12 hours, is intended ,to ensure
not only that_ the system is operating, but that it is operating at_ process- -

,

conditions, including instrumentation and control, which can be evaluated to'

show ~that the equipment is capable of performing its Licensing Basis safety
. function. The current requirements for this item are absent most of this-
information;11t is therefore non-conservative and the licensee shall evaluate '

and propose.
, ,

'

The current ACTION STATEMENT calls for containment closureLin 4 hours (i.e.
i 240 mins).- Earlier conservative calculations -for this MODE show that loss of
| all- RHR in this MODE can cause boiling in 5-minutes and core uncovery in

100 mins. Given the circumstan:es, containment enclosure -should be effected -

Immeciately,1 commencing RHR low flow-alarms. The licensee shall evaluate, and
propose., The corrent-T.S. appears nonconservative with respect to the Licensing
Basis.

~
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Addenda

T.S. SECT 10N 3/4.S EMEGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS

T.S. SECT]DN 3/4.4.4.1
CS LOOPS AND C00LAh'T CIRCULATION / HOT SHUTOOWN MODE 4

More recent information, and a detailed check on certain elements of the
proposed T.S. relevant to 1.he above section, and the Licensing Basis FSAR,
and particularly reference S Section 7.4.1.6 Emergency Core Cooling Systems
and Section 7.4.1.5 Residual Heat Removak Systern, coes not appear to prov'.acceptable surety that; '

a) The Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary (RCPE) valves on the RHR/RCS suction
line are confirmec closed in MODES 1, 2, & 3.

.b)
That the RCPB valver, in the P.HR/RCS suction line are individuallyidentified as opened -in the RHR MODE.

c) That in RHR MODE 4,the RHR system must be capable of automatic
re-alignment to the ECCS mode with residual ECCS equipment,in the
event of a SI signal, including autcmatic closure of the RCPB Isola-
tion valves on the RHR/RCS Suction Line in accordance with 10 CFR 50
App A Critorien 55(4) and subsecuent automatic opening of valves to the
RWST in accordance with 10 CFR 50 App A, Criterion 20 (with appro-
priate provision f or RHR pump protection).
'

The current position in respect of C above appears to be absent those
.

requirements and therefore non-conservative.
The Licensee shall evaluateand propose.

The T.S. sheuld provide the L;0s ano su-veillance in the overpressurization
protection system of the RHR <ystem as oescribed in Licensing ~ Basis FSARreference 3, pa'ge 5-5-24

,

Proposed T/S Page 3/4 5-6, item 4.5.2.d, 1) b) appears incorrect:
that, in establishing ECCS operability: it provides'

i d. At least once per 15 months by:

1)
Verifying automatic isolation and interlock action of the RHR
System from the Reactor Coolant System by ensuring that:
a)

With a sinviated or actual Reactor Co01 ant System pressure
signal greater than or equal to 425 psig the interlocks
prevent the valves from being cpened, and

b)
With a sinulated or actual Reactor Coelant System pressure
signal less than or equai to 560 psig ine interlocks,will
cause the valves to automatically close.

',
|

or actual Reactor Coolant System pressure signal greater than 475 psigItem b) above is incorrect in that it sh0uld ensure that with a simulated
, the

06
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i nterlocks will cause 1 91ves to automatically clese;. reference 4,
.

'ection 5.5.7.3.3 and r.. irence 5, secti on 7. 4.1. 5. 4.s

The proposed T.S. closes the valves when they are in f act-required to be
open and it'therefore on-conservative. Further, the lower pressure of
475 psig requitec to ,ose is more conservativt than e. valve of 560 unless
there are Set Point and Channel considerations - The pressure is itss conser-
vative than the Licensing Basis FSAR value,
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